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Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2011

Jackie Fenn, Hung LeHong



Technologies at the Peak of Inflated Expectations in 2011 include activity streams, wireless power, Internet TV, NFC payment and private cloud computing. Other newly featured high-impact trends include "big data," the Internet of Things and natural language question answering.
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ANALYSIS



What You Need to Know

This Hype Cycle provides a cross-industry perspective on potentially transformative technologies. Senior executives, CIOs, strategists, business developers and technology planners will want to consider these technologies when developing emerging business and technology portfolios. This Hype Cycle is intended as a starting point, and should be selectively augmented or revised based on input from other technology and industry Hype Cycles, as well as from detailed technology planning that targets organizational requirements. Technologies on the rise to the Peak of Inflated Expectations during 2011 cover a diverse set of capabilities: 3D printing, social analytics, activity streams, wireless power, Internet TV, Near Field Communication (NFC) payment and private cloud computing. Broader trends on the rise are gamification and group buying (such as Living Social and Groupon). Just tipping past the peak, although still the subject of intense activity, are private cloud computing and media tablets. Ebook readers have moved through the deepest part of the trough and are beginning their journey up the slope, even as they face increasing competition from media tablets. Location-aware applications are reaching the plateau after a five-year journey up the slope. Transformational technologies that will hit the mainstream in less than five years include highly visible areas, such as media tablets and cloud computing, as well as some that are more ITspecific, such as in-memory database management systems, big data, and extreme information processing and management. In the long term, beyond the five-year horizon, 3D printing, contextenriched services, the Internet of Things, Internet TV and natural language question answering will be major technology forces. Looking more than 10 years out, 3D bioprinting, human augmentation, mobile robots and quantum computing will also drive transformational change in the potential of IT.



The Hype Cycle

The Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies targets strategic planning, innovation and emerging technology professionals by highlighting a set of technologies that will have broad-ranging impact across the business. It is the broadest aggregate Gartner Hype Cycle, selecting from the more than 1,800 technologies featured in "Gartner's Hype Cycle Special Report for 2011." It features technologies that are the focus of attention because of particularly high levels of hype, or those that may not be broadly acknowledged but that Gartner believes have the potential for significant impact. Because this Hype Cycle pulls from such a broad spectrum of topics, many technologies that are featured in a specific year because of their relative visibility will not necessarily be tracked throughout their life cycle. Interested readers can refer to Gartner's broader collection of Hype Cycles for items of ongoing interest. Note that, although we use the term "technologies" in the title and description of this Hype Cycle, it also includes a number of higher-level concepts, trends and disciplines that are enabled by technology and that we expect will follow the path of the Hype Cycle. For information on interpreting and using Gartner's Hype Cycles, see "Understanding Gartner's Hype Cycles, 2011." Themes from this year's Emerging Technologies Hype Cycle include ongoing interest and activity in social media, cloud computing and mobile. On the social media side, social analytics, activity streams (incorporating microblogging applications such as Twitter) and a new entry for group buying are close to the peak, showing that the era of sky-high valuations for Web 2.0 startups is not yet over (Groupon's valuation was estimated at $30 billion in June 2011, compared to $1.35 billion a year earlier). Private cloud computing has taken over from more-general cloud computing at the top of the peak, and "everything cloud" will continue to dominate many IT strategy
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discussions during the coming year. Cloud/Web platforms have fallen toward the Trough of Disillusionment since 2010, largely as a result of terminology confusion with related topics, such as platform as a service. Mobile technologies continue to be part of most of our clients' short- and long-range plans and are present on this Hype Cycle in the form of media tablets, NFC payments, quick response (QR)/color codes, mobile application stores and location-aware applications. Many of the technologies featured on this Hype Cycle contribute to the four themes featured in the recent report on top technology trends "Technology Trends That Matter": The connected world: Advances in embedded sensors, processing and wireless connectivity are bringing the power of the digital world to objects and places in the physical world. This is a slow-moving area (sensor networks have been between the peak and the trough since 2004), but one that is now accelerating with the growing pervasiveness of low-cost, embedded sensors and cameras. Relevant entries on this year's Hype Cycle include the broad trend referred to as the "Internet of Things" (called the "real-world Web" in earlier Gartner research); identification technologies, such as NFC payments (which will lead to broader use of NFC for other applications); QR/color code and image recognition; application layers, such as augmented reality, contextenriched services and location-aware applications; and communication technologies, such as machine-to-machine communication services and sensor mesh networks. Although this area will take at least another decade to unfold fully, many interesting and profitable opportunities will arise along the way. Interface trends: User interfaces are another slow-moving area with significant recent activity. Speech recognition was on the original 1995 Hype Cycle and has still not reached maturity, and computer-brain interfaces will evolve for at least another 10 years before moving out of research and niche status. However, a new entry for natural language question answering recognizes the impressive and highly visible achievement of IBM's Watson computer in winning TV's Jeopardy! general knowledge quiz against champion human opponents. Gesture recognition has also been launched into the mainstream through Microsoft's Kinect gaming systems, which is now being hacked by third parties to create a range of application interfaces. Other areas continue to progress more slowly, including speech-to-speech translation, augmented reality and virtual assistants, while virtual worlds remain entrenched in the trough after peaking in 2007. Analytical advances: Supporting the storage and manipulation of raw data to derive greater value and insight, these technologies continue to grow in capability and applicability. Predictive analytics is approaching maturity, but researchers and developers continue to apply and improve the core techniques for new data sources. Image recognition is driving new capabilities in search, retail and social media, and also contributes to advances in other areas, such as augmented reality and video analytics, for customer service. Social analytics continues to take advantage of new sources and types of social information. Computational advances, such as in-memory database management systems and big data, take the scope and scale to new levels. New digital frontiers: Crossing the traditional boundaries of IT, new capabilities are reaching levels of performance and pricing that will fundamentally reshape processes and even industries. Examples on this year's Hype Cycle include 3D printing and bioprinting (of human tissue), and mobile robots.
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New on the 2011 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies

The 2011 Emerging Technologies Hype Cycle shows a surge of new activity, particularly in the lead up to the Peak of Inflated Expectations. The following technologies have been added to the 2011 Hype Cycle for emerging technologies that were not part of the 2010 Hype Cycle: 3D bioprinting: Directed by medical imaging data and software that would specify the living tissue/organ design, a 3D bioprinter printing will literally "print" a functioning human organ from an individual's own cells. 3D bioprinting is one of several innovative tissue-growing approaches under study. Video analytics for customer service: Video analytics is mostly being deployed for security purposes (for example, tracking suspicious behavior or trespassing). The retail industry is the biggest user of video analytics — outside of security — to identify and analyze foot traffic, and identify customer events. Social TV: Social TV is the integration of social networks into the traditional TV space to enable users to share TV-viewing experiences with friends and followers. "Big data" and extreme information processing and management: "Big data" is the term adopted by the market to describe extreme information management and processing issues, which make traditional IT inadequate for using the information assets. It shifts existing practices of selecting which data to integrate toward the concept that all information can be integrated and analyzed. Big data also deals with the increased velocity of data to make near-real-time analysis of large datasets possible. Natural language question answering: Natural language question answering applications provide users with a means of asking a question in plain language that a computer or service can answer with a meaningful response in a reasonable time frame. The computing power required to accomplish a genuinely effective question answering system — even in a single domain — is great, but will become more accessible with time. Internet of Things: The Internet of Things is a concept that describes how the Internet will expand as physical items such as consumer devices and physical assets are connected to the Internet. The vision and concept have existed for years; however, there has been acceleration in the number and types of things that are being connected. Context-enriched services: Context-enriched services use information about a person or an object to proactively anticipate the user's need, and serve up the content, product or service most appropriate to the user. This entry replaces the less-mature context delivery architecture entry used in 2010, to focus on the application and benefit layer. Image recognition: Image recognition technologies strive to identify objects, people, buildings, places, logos, and anything else that has value to consumers and enterprises. Smartphones and tablets equipped with cameras have pushed this technology from mainly industrial applications (for example, sorting fruit) to broad consumer and enterprise applications. Gamification: "Gamification" is the use of game mechanics in nonentertainment environments to change user behavior, drive engagement and encourage higher levels of participation. Gamification is being applied to many different challenges relating to, for example, innovation, education, employee performance, healthcare, social change, business and work planning.
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Group buying: Group buying is an aspect of social commerce in which an offer (usually a steep discount) is made by an organization to potential customers, on the condition that a certain number of people accept the offer. With startups being hyped in the press, and the dominant Web players announcing their own offerings, this is a fast-moving market with a likelihood of acquisitions of smaller players by larger technology providers. NFC payment: NFC allows users to make payments by waving their mobile phone in front of a compatible reader. Usually, the transaction can be done within a distance of 10 centimeters of the reader. Once NFC is embedded in a critical mass of phones for payment, industries such as public transportation, airlines, retail and healthcare can explore other areas in which NFC technology can improve efficiency and customer services. In-memory database management systems: An in-memory database management system (IMDBMS) is a DBMS that stores the entire database structure in memory and accesses the database directly, without the use of input/output instructions, allowing the applications to run completely in-memory. This will enable real-time analytics for planning systems, inventory control and many other pattern-based applications requiring real-time access to data. Machine-to-machine communication services: Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is a business concept used for automated data transmission and measurement between mechanical or electronic devices. It will dramatically improve the efficiency of device and machine management, and will connect billions of new devices and machines. Much of the M2M communications will happen over wireless networks. Hosted virtual desktops: A hosted virtual desktop (HVD) is a full, thick-client user environment, which is run as a virtual machine (VM) on a server and accessed remotely. It provides a mechanism for centralizing a thick-client desktop PC without re-engineering each application for centralized execution, which appeals to enterprises on the basis of manageability and data security, especially in supporting new devices, such as tablets. Consumerization: Consumerization is the specific impact that consumer-originated technologies can have on enterprises. It reflects how enterprises will be affected by, and can take advantage of, new technologies and models that originate and develop in the consumer space, rather than in the enterprise IT sector. QR/color code: QR and color codes are high-density, two-dimensional bar codes that are readable by mobile phones and computer cameras with the correct software. Relatively advanced in Asia, the use of QR codes is poised to take off in North America once the tipping point — a sufficient number of enabled mobile phones balanced by marketing campaigns employing QR codes — is reached. Quantum computing returns to the 2011 Hype Cycle after a break to show its long-term progress.



Fast Movers

The following technologies have moved along the Hype Cycle significantly since 2010: Social analytics has moved higher toward the peak, reflecting growing interest in capitalizing on a still largely untapped potential for customer insight. Private cloud computing and Internet TV have progressed to their peak levels of hype.
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Augmented reality has jumped over the peak as initial demos and pilots give way to the challenges of large-scale implementation. Cloud/Web platforms is slipping into the trough as related concepts, such as platform as a service, come more into favor. E-book readers are just beginning their journey up the slope, although their trajectory will be affected by media tablets. Location-aware applications are reaching maturity as they approach the plateau.



Other Changes From 2010

Virtual assistants have been redefined more broadly (see "Key Considerations for Virtual Assistant Selection") and are positioned earlier in the Hype Cycle as a consequence. The public virtual worlds entry has been renamed "virtual worlds." Microblogging (for example, Twitter) is incorporated in activity streams, which incorporate a broader set of capabilities and standards, and are, therefore, at an earlier stage then microblogging.
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Figure 1. Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2011



Source: Gartner (July 2011)
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The Priority Matrix

The 2011 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies has an above-average number of technologies with a benefit rating of transformational or high. This is a deliberate goal of the selection process. We aim to highlight technologies that are worth adopting early because of their potentially high impact. However, the actual benefit often varies significantly across industries, so planners should ascertain which of these opportunities relate closely to their organizational requirements. The following technologies have been rated transformational in 2011: For driving the connected world trend — the Internet of Things and machine-to-machine communication services For advancing user interaction with the digital world — media tablets, Internet TV, natural language question answering, context-enriched services and human augmentation For enhancing the storage and manipulation of data to derive greater value and insight — big data and extreme information processing and management, in-memory database management systems and quantum computing For broadening the options in developing and sourcing IT — cloud computing For delivering fundamentally new capabilities into organizations — 3D printing, 3D bioprinting and mobile robots In the years to mainstream adoption axis, the majority of technologies fall within the two to 10 years time frame, again an intentional bias for the benefit of midrange to long-range planners. We also provide a look ahead for some of highly significant but slow-moving developments beyond the 10-year time frame, such as 3D bioprinting, human augmentation, mobile robots and quantum computing.
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Figure 2. Priority Matrix for Emerging Technologies, 2011



Source: Gartner (July 2011)
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Off the Hype Cycle

Because this Hype Cycle pulls from such a broad spectrum of topics, many technologies are featured in a specific year because of their relative visibility, but not tracked over a longer period of time. Technology planners can refer to Gartner's broader collection of Hype Cycles for items of ongoing interest. The following technologies that appeared in last year's Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies do not appear in this year's report: Context delivery architecture — see "Hype Cycle for Context-Aware Computing, 2011" Terahertz waves — see "Hype Cycle for Wireless Networking Infrastructure, 2011" Tangible user interfaces — see "Hype Cycle for Human-Computer Interaction, 2011" Extreme transaction processing — renamed to "cloud transaction processing style of application design" (see "Hype Cycle for Application Architecture, 2011") Autonomous vehicles — see "Hype Cycle for Vehicle-Centric Information and Communication Technologies (Vehicle ICT), 2011" Video search — see "Hype Cycle for Content Management, 2011" 3D flat panel TVs and displays — see "Hype Cycle for Consumer Devices, 2011" 4G standard — see "Hype Cycle for Wireless Networking Infrastructure, 2011" Video telepresence — see "Hype Cycle for Unified Communications and Collaboration, 2011" Broadband over power lines — see "Hype Cycle for Utility Industry Operational Technologies, 2011" Consumer-generated media — see "Hype Cycle for Media Industry Publishing, 2011" Internet micropayment systems — see "Hype Cycle for Financial Services Payment Systems, 2011" Interactive TV — see "Hype Cycle for Broadcasting and Entertainment, 2011" Electronic paper — see "Hype Cycle for Semiconductors and Electronics Technologies, 2011" Pen-centric tablet PCs — not included on any Hype Cycle this year Microblogging — combined with activity streams



On the Rise

3D Bioprinting

Analysis By: Vi Shaffer Definition: 3D bioprinters are designed to solve a difficult dream for tissue engineers: fulfill tissue engineering designs for human organs, arteries and the like. Directed by medical imaging data and software that would specify the living tissue/organ design, a printing device would literally "print" a functioning human organ, presumably (ideally) from an individual's own cells. A May
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2011 Washington Post article described the technology as looking like "the offspring of an Erector set and an inkjet printer, the 'ink' looks like applesauce ... but the 'goo' is living tissue, and the machine is 'printing' a new body part." Cornell scientists, for example, are focused on a process that would leverage the capabilities of solid free-form fabrication to create living tissue directly from computer-aided design (CAD) data. 3D bioprinting is one of several innovative (to say the least) tissue-growing approaches under study. Others include tissue "wafers," injecting stem cells directly, placing cells in a detailed tissue mold and helping organs regenerate themselves by injecting substances to improve the microenvironment for a sick organ. The director of the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine in North Carolina has likened it to a "Dell computer model," where a physician could order up an organ to specifications. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The technology exists, but is currently marketed mostly as a "must have" for research labs. It will take an unpredictable course and a long time to move into mainstream tissue/organ production, if it ever does become a dominant approach. It could also be displaced by other methods using technologies yet to be developed. However, there are periodic announcements of significant progress that are enough for it to be a notable Hype Cycle addition this year as an example of exciting prospects ahead. For example, in December 2010, Organovo released data on the creation of fully bioprinted blood vessels from the elements of native arteries. User Advice: Companies in life sciences and academic medical centers that lead in the investigation of such potential breakthroughs will be participating in or closely following approaches to tissue engineering. Although this area falls more into the realm of major emerging technologies and life science/biomedical developments, as opposed to "classic" healthcare IT, it illustrates the continuing significance of IT's application to the transformation of medicine. Uses like this are still far in the future. However, as healthcare delivery organization (HDO) CIOs get closer to the core, clinical processes of healthcare and to management responsibility over biomedical devices, tracking technology possibilities such as this one helps illustrate the constant potential for dramatic medical innovations. Enabling technologies like 3D bioprinting remind CIOs of the weighty change in the landscape of medical technologies. In addition, the detailed organ design, bioprinter device used and organ production/placement data will no doubt need to be incorporated into the electronic health record (EHR) of the future, and custom organs would be yet another type of computerized order set. This is yet another example of how the volume and variety of data to incorporate into EHR systems and enterprise data warehouses will continue to explode in the years to come. Business Impact: This is one dramatic example of the potential breakthroughs that the future fusion of medicine, engineering and IT may hold. Its impact on the business of healthcare will be profound: creating a unprecedented demand for new, custom production services of replacement organs; changing the business fundamentals of currently lucrative transplant centers; offering an intriguing service line for medical tourism centers; and creating more new dilemmas with regard to cost-benefit analysis and medical necessity approval for public and private payers and policymakers. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors: Cornell University Computational Synthesis Laboratories; Organovo
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Recommended Reading: Berkowicz, B., "3-D printers may someday allow labs to create replacement human organs," 9 May 2011, The Washington Post



Human Augmentation

Analysis By: Jackie Fenn Definition: Human augmentation moves the world of medicine, wearable devices and implants from techniques to restore normal levels of performance and health (such as cochlear implants and eye laser surgery) to techniques that take people beyond levels of human performance currently perceived as "normal." In the broadest sense, technology has long offered the ability for superhuman performance — from a simple torch that helps people see in the dark to a financial workstation that lets a trader make split-second decisions about highly complex data. The field of human augmentation (sometimes referred to as "Human 2.0") focuses on creating cognitive and physical improvements as an integral part of the human body. An example is using active control systems to create limb prosthetics with characteristics that can exceed the highest natural human performance. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Following many years of fringe and hobbyist interest, the first annual ACM Augmented Human Conference was held in 2010, launching the field as a respectable academic discipline. The Olympic-class performances of runner Oscar Pistorius, who has two prosthetic legs, have further moved the concept of human augmentation from the lab to the commercial and ethical foreground. It is already possible to replace the lens in the aging human eye and give it better-than-natural performance. Cochlear implants can do the same for hearing. Although most techniques and devices are developed to assist people with impaired function, some development of superhuman capabilities has started. Makers of power-assisted suits or exoskeletons, such as Raytheon, are aiming to provide increased strength and endurance to soldiers and caregivers. Other researchers are experimenting with creating additional senses for humans, such as the ability to sense a magnetic field to develop the homing instinct of birds and marine mammals. Increasing specialization and job competition are demanding levels of performance that will drive more people to experiment with enhancing themselves. Augmentation that reliably delivers moderately improved human capabilities will become a multibillion-dollar market during the next quarter-century. However, the radical nature of the trend will limit it to a small segment of the population for most of that period. The rate of adoption will vary according to the means of delivering the augmentation — drugs and wearable devices are likely to be adopted more rapidly than those involving surgery. However, the huge popularity of cosmetic surgery is an indicator that even surgery is not a long-term barrier given the right motivation. For example, some individuals have implanted magnets in their fingertips in order to sense electrical activity. User Advice: Organizations aiming to be very early adopters of technology, particularly those whose employees are engaged in physically demanding work, should track lab advances in areas such as strength, endurance or sensory enhancement. As the synthesis of humans and machines continues to evolve, evaluate the broad societal implications of these changes. Business Impact: The impact of human augmentation — and the ethical and legal controversies surrounding it — will first be felt in industries and endeavors demanding extreme performance, such as the military, emergency services and sports. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience
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Maturity: Embryonic Recommended Reading: The feelSpace Belt (http://feelspace.cogsci.uni-osnabrueck.de) "A Sixth Sense for a Wired World" (www.wired.com/gadgets/mods/news/2006/06/71087)



Quantum Computing

Analysis By: Jim Tully Definition: In quantum computing, data is represented as qubits (quantum bits), which have the ability to represent all possible states simultaneously. This gives quantum computers the ability to operate exponentially faster than conventional computers as word length is increased, giving significant performance benefits over other architectures such as massively parallel processors. Qubits have the ability to hold all possible values simultaneously; a property known as "superposition." The data value held in a qubit is affected by the values of other qubits, even if they are physically separated. This effect is known as "entanglement." Qubits must be held and linked in a closed quantum environment and must not be allowed to interact with the outside world, because they are very susceptible to the effects of noise. Two stages are involved in quantum computation. Stage one involves execution of the algorithm and stage two is the measurement of the resulting data. Measurement is extremely difficult and, typically, destroys the quantum state as this involves interaction with the outside world. Some classes of problem would be executed extremely fast with quantum computers, including optimization, code breaking, DNA and other forms of molecular modeling, large database access, encryption, stress analysis for mechanical systems, pattern matching and image analysis. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: To date, no true quantum computing has been demonstrated in a verifiable way. The technology is in the relatively early research stage, but a number of significant advances have been made during the past several years: Five-qubit computation using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was demonstrated by the Technical University of Munich in 2000. This was followed by the first execution of Shor's algorithm using NMR techniques at IBM's Almaden Research Center and Stanford University in 2001. In February 2007, D-Wave Systems demonstrated (with considerable press coverage) a purported 16-qubit quantum computer, based on a supercooled chip arranged as four times four elements. The company followed this with longer qubit demonstrations. The results of these demonstrations were inconclusive. To date, demonstrations have involved superposition, but did not demonstrate entanglement. They were not, therefore, "true" quantum computing. D-Wave has most recently focused its attention on the use of quantum techniques for optimization purposes. Specifically, to a topic known as "quantum annealing." This technique finds the mathematical minimum in a dataset very quickly. Some researchers believe that general purpose quantum computers will never be developed. They will instead be dedicated to a narrow class of use — such as the optimization engine of D-Wave Systems. This suggests architectures where traditional computers offload specific calculations to dedicated quantum acceleration engines. Researchers generally talk of 100 qubits as being the threshold that marks the real value of quantum computing in comparison with traditional architectures. The technology continues to attract significant funding, and a great deal of research is being carried out. Considerable problems exist in increasing the number of linked qubits available for computation, because of noise. The slightest amount of noise or interference while computation is occurring will cause the system to drop out of the quantum state and generate random results.
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This noise is minimized using two techniques: Firstly, operating at very low temperatures using superconductors. Secondly, enclosing the system within an intense magnetic field (or a comparable shielding scheme) for isolation reasons. Shielding is probably the biggest single problem in quantum computing. In practical quantum computers, total isolation would not be feasible — so error correction schemes are being developed to compensate for small amounts of interference. Much of the current research on quantum computing is focused on these error correction schemes. Averaging out errors through multiple computations is the most promising approach, because it is not clear that fundamental quantum noise can be reduced. Some kinds of quantum cryptography actually make use of this difficulty in maintaining the quantum state. In quantum key distribution, for example, unauthorized access to the key can be detected through observation of the destroyed quantum state. The amount of reported progress in quantum computing has increased a little during the past year, having previously stalled because of the economic downturn. We have, therefore, moved forward its position on the 2011 Hype Cycle. Any breakthroughs in this topic will probably be based on a certain amount of serendipity; however, the likelihood of a breakthrough occurring will no doubt be increased with higher funding levels. User Advice: If a quantum computer offering appears, check if access is offered as a service. This may be sufficient, at least for occasional computing requirements. Some user organizations may require internal computing resources, for security or other reasons. In these cases, use of the computer on a service basis would offer a good foundation on which to evaluate its capabilities. Business Impact: Quantum computing could have a huge effect, especially in areas such as: optimization, code breaking, DNA and other forms of molecular modeling, large database access, encryption, stress analysis for mechanical systems, pattern matching, image analysis and (possibly) weather forecasting. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors: D-Wave Systems; IBM; Stanford University; University of California



Computer-Brain Interface

Analysis By: Jackie Fenn Definition: Computer-brain interfaces interpret distinct brain patterns, shifts and signals — usually generated by voluntary user actions — as commands that can be used to guide a computer or other device. The best results are achieved by implanting electrodes into the brain to pick up signals. Noninvasive techniques are available commercially that use a cap or helmet to detect the signals through external electrodes. Emerging techniques that measure electrical signals with no physical or resistive contact will drive advances in the longer term. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Computer-brain interfaces remain at an embryonic level of maturity, although we have moved them slightly further along the Hype Cycle from 2010 to acknowledge the growing visibility of several game-oriented products (such as those from OCZ Technology, Emotiv Systems and NeuroSky). The major challenge for this technology is obtaining a sufficient number of distinctly different brain patterns to perform a range of commands —
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typically, fewer than five patterns can currently be distinguished. A number of research systems offer brain-driven typing by flashing letters on the screen and detecting the distinct brain pattern generated when the desired letter is recognized by the user. Several of the commercial systems also recognize facial expressions and eye movements as additional input. Outside of medical uses, such as communication for people with "locked in" syndrome, other hands-free approaches, such as speech recognition or gaze tracking, offer faster and more-flexible interaction than computer-brain interfaces. The need to wear a cap to recognize the signals is also a serious limitation in many consumer or business contexts. User Advice: Treat computer-brain interfaces as a research activity. Some niche gaming and disability-assistance use cases might become commercially viable for simple controls; however, these will not have capabilities that will generate significant uses in the mainstream of business IT. Business Impact: Most research is focused on providing severely disabled individuals with the ability to control their surroundings. Game controls are another major area of application. In the longer term, hands-busy mobile applications may benefit from hybrid techniques combining brain, gaze and muscle tracking to offer hands-free interaction. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors: Brain Actuated Technologies; Emotiv Systems; Neural Signals; NeuroSky; OCZ Technology Recommended Reading: "Cool Vendors in Emerging Technologies, 2010" www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/tan_le_a_headset_that_reads_your_brainwaves.html



Video Analytics for Customer Service

Analysis By: Jim Davies Definition: Video analytics refers to the capture and analysis of video to identify events for customer service intervention. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: This technology is being deployed for security purposes (e.g., tracking suspicious behavior or trespassing). Currently, the retail industry is the biggest user of video analytics outside of security, because retail can use the technology to alert a sales assistant to help a customer who appears to be having difficulty locating a product (for example, someone who's spending a certain amount of time in one spot, or pacing up and down an aisle). It can also be used to monitor queue lengths to alert a supervisor to open another cash register. Analysis of historical video footage can highlight bottlenecks and popular areas, based on the time of day or after specific events. However, there is limited demand from such organizations to use this technology to improve the customer experience. Video analytics can also be applied to how-to or synchronous video used for customer service, or outbound video from a call center agent. User Advice: Leading-edge retail organizations looking to optimize the customer experience and enhance security should explore the appropriateness of this technology for their stores. Assess vendors based on their experience with customer service deployments, depth of analytics, integration with operational systems and workflow/alerting capabilities.
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Business Impact: Video analytics can enhance the customer experience and drive revenue generation by obtaining a better understanding of customers' "reality experience." The technology is ideally suited to the retail industry, but other industries (including travel and entertainment) will also benefit from tailored deployments. Benefit Rating: Low Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Embryonic Sample Vendors: Cernium; Nice Systems; Smart CCTV; Verint Systems



Social TV

Analysis By: Michael Gartenberg Definition: Social TV is the integration of social networks into the traditional TV space. Two different phenomena are involved. First, there is the integration of social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, into the connected TV experience. This allows users to create and check status updates related to their contextual TV activity, as well as to view access-related content, such as shared photos, on the TV screen. Second, an increase in social networking services will serve to connect with the TV experience, enabling users to share TV viewing experiences with friends and followers, and to create ties to other connected devices, such as media tablets, for an integrative experience. We expect the short-term integration to occur in the next 12 months, with the greatest hype occurring in the next 18 months. The result is that social TV will drive consumers back to appointment viewing, which will help broadcasters, and will also discourage ad skipping, which will be good for broadcasters and advertisers. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Social TV is just emerging. New connected TVs are slowly coming to the market but their initial uptake by consumers has been slow. While the current wave of interest in all things related to social networking and social networks is driving the hype, the consumer is less interested in the connected TV experience. Obstacles such as home network complexity, lack of keyboards for interaction in the living room and a general lack of interest among consumers in accessing the Internet on their TVs all present hurdles to adoption. If consumers can be offered contextually relevant experiences that are tied into the TV, as well as service offerings that are differentiated and related directly to the TV experience, more consumers will become engaged over time, especially given the generally shared nature of the TV experience and how that shared experience can be driven beyond the living room. Hardware vendors that reduce the complexity of the connected TV experience have the greatest chance of driving the social TV experience forward. User Advice: Social TV integration and platforms make sense when handled in an appropriate way. TV can be, and often is, a social experience beyond the individual watching content. Extending the user's ability to share experiences, to comment and critique, as well as offer recommendations, all mirror aspects of social networks that have been successful in other areas. To be successful, existing social networks must target the specific properties of the TV in much the same way as they've targeted the specific properties of mobile services. Attempting to replicate the experience of the Web on the TV would be a fundamental mistake and such efforts are unlikely to be successful. Business Impact: Social TV offers an opportunity to drive new users to existing social networks and to help users gain more value from their social graphs in new ways, therefore reducing churn. New services, specifically targeting the TV experience, have the opportunity to take hold before the likely market saturation of the near future. Communications service providers can use the social TV experience to drive new revenue opportunities, as well as drive further customer value,
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but they will need to create proper partnerships to make this happen. In addition, social TV creates a "super panel" of registered viewers consistently logging their viewing and greatly improving on Nielsen metric methodologies. Connecting mobile devices to the experience will give a persistent, guaranteed, immutable "super cookie" identifier that can be connected with behavioral history. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Apple; Facebook; LG; Samsung Electronics; Sony; Twitter



"Big Data" and Extreme Information Processing and Management

Analysis By: Mark A. Beyer Definition: According to Gartner research, information quantification includes issues emerging from the volume, the wide variety of information assets, and the velocity of their arrival (which includes both rapid record creation and highly variable rates of data creation, including suddenly lower velocity forcing the issue of scaling "down"). Within each variety of data types, there are significant variations and standards, creating additional complexity as well as complexity in the processing of these various resources. "Big data" is the term adopted by the market to describe extreme information management and processing issues which exceed the capability of traditional information technology along one or multiple dimensions to support the use of the information assets. Throughout 2010 and into 2011, big data has focused primarily on the volume issues of extremely large datasets generated from technology practices such as social media, operational technology, Internet logging and streaming sources. A wide array of hardware and software solutions has emerged to address the partial issue of volume. At this point, big data, or extreme information processing and management, is essentially a practice that presents new business opportunities. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The larger context of big data refers to the massive data creation venues in the 21st century. It challenges existing practices of selecting which data to integrate with the concept that all information can be integrated, and that technology should be developed to support this. As a new issue with requirements that demand an approach, the expansion of traditional boundaries will occur extremely fast because the many sources of new information assets are increasing geometrically (for example, desktops became notebooks and now tablets; portable data is everywhere and in multiple context formats), which is causing exponential increases in data volumes. Additionally, the information assets include the entire spectrum of the information content continuum, from fully undetermined structure ("unstructured") to fully documented and traditionally accessed structures ("structured"). As a result, organizations will seek to address the full spectrum of extreme information management issues, and seek this as differentiation from their competitors, so they can become leaders in their markets in the next two to five years. Big data is thus a current issue (focused on volume and including the velocity and variety of data, or, together, V3) which highlights a much larger extreme information management topic demanding almost immediate solutions. Vendors are almost universally claiming they have a big data strategy or solution. However, Gartner clients have made it clear that big data must include large volumes processed in streams and batch (not just MapReduce), an extensible services framework which can deploy processing to the data or bring data to the process, and which spans more than one variety of asset type (for example, not just tabular, or just streams or just text). Partial solutions are acceptable but should be evaluated for what they do — not the additional claims. Gartner clients are making a very large number of inquiries into this topic; however, this is only evidence of true hype in the market, and, as a result,
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big data will hit the Peak of Inflated Expectations sometime in 2012, then suffer a long, slow and painful maturation in the Trough of Disillusionment. Importantly, the different aspects and types of big data have been around for more than a decade — it is only recent market hype around legitimate new techniques and solutions which has created this heightened demand. User Advice: Identify existing business processes which are hampered in their use of information because the volume is too large, the variety is too widespread or the velocity creates processing issues. Then identify business processes which are currently attempting to solve these issues with one-off or manual solutions. Review existing information assets which were previously beyond existing analytic or processing capabilities, determine if they have untapped value to the business, and make them a first or pilot target of your big data strategy. In particular, look for information use cases which combine extremely diverse information assets into analysis and data mining solutions. Plan on utilizing scalable information management resources, whether this is public cloud, private cloud or resource allocation (commissioning and decommissioning of infrastructure), or some other strategy. Do not forget that this is not just a storage and access issue. Complex, multi-level, highly correlated information processing will demand similar elasticity in compute resources as those in storage/persistence needs. Extend the metadata management strategies already in place and recognize that more is needed to enable the documentation of these information assets, their pervasiveness of use, and the fidelity or assurance of the assets, tracking how information assets relate to each other and more. Business Impact: Big data, and addressing all the extreme aspects of 21st-century information management, permits greater analysis of all available data, detecting even the smallest details of the information corpus — a precursor to effective pattern-based strategies and the new type of applications they enable. Big data has multiple use cases. In the case of complex event processing, queries are complex with many different feeds, and the volume may be high or not high, the velocity will vary from high to low, and so on. Volume analytics using approaches such as MapReduce (the Apache Hadoop project, for example) are valid big data use cases. In addition to MapReduce approaches which access data in external Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) files, the business intelligence use case can utilize it in-database (for example, Aster Data and Greenplum), or as a service call managed by the database management system (IBM Big Insights, for example), or externally through third-party software (such as Cloudera or MapR). Enterprises using portals as a business delivery channel have the opportunity already to combine geospatial, demographic, economic and engagement preferences data in analyzing their operations, and/or to leverage this type of data in developing new process models. For example, supply chain situations include location tracking through route and time, which can be combined with business process tracking. Life sciences generate enormous volumes of data in clinical trials, genomic research and environmental analysis as contributing factors to health conditions. Gartner estimates that organizations which have introduced the full spectrum of extreme information management issues to their information management strategies by 2015 will begin to outperform their unprepared competitors within their industry sectors by 20% in every available financial metric. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience
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Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Cloudera; EMC-Greenplum; IBM; MapR; Teradata-Aster Data Recommended Reading: "'Big Data' Is Only the Beginning of Extreme Information Management" "Hadoop and MapReduce: Big Data Analytics" "CEO Advisory: 'Big Data' Equals Big Opportunity"



Mobile Robots

Analysis By: Jackie Fenn Definition: Mobile robots move and navigate in an autonomous or semiautonomous (that is, via remote control) manner, and have the ability to sense or influence their local environments. Mobile robots may be purely functional, such as vacuum-cleaning or warehouse robots, or may be humanlike in their appearance and capabilities. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Mobile robots have emerged from their traditional niches in the military, toy and hobbyist markets, and are starting to provide practical value in home and enterprise markets. Early enterprise applications include mobile videoconferencing (for example, for physicians in hospitals) and delivery of items to specific locations, such as robots that deliver warehouse shelves to picking stations. Outdoor autonomous vehicles are also becoming viable (for example, ore-hauling robots or self-guiding underwater monitoring robots). Patient care in hospitals and home care for the elderly are also receiving attention. Moreadvanced capabilities under development include safely lifting an object or person. At the high end of the market, Sony and Honda have developed human-looking robots that can walk, run, jump and respond to gestures and voice commands. These are still research prototypes and not yet at commercially viable prices, but they indicate the level of physical performance and responsiveness that will be available in the next decade. Companies such as Microsoft (Robotics Developer Studio) and iRobot (Create) have introduced development tools that significantly reduce robotic software development barriers. Low-cost telepresence robots, such as those from VGo and Anybots, will drive trials of new usage models in telecommuting and remote collaboration. The Hype Cycle positioning for mobile robots reflects an average of the various applications. Some applications, such as robotic pets, are already widespread. Others, such as robots for lawn mowing and cleaning, are progressing into regular use, while many of the potentially transformational applications and capabilities are still in development. User Advice: Evaluate mobile robots for cleaning, delivery, warehousing and other task-specific applications. Evaluate mobile videoconferencing applications for remote consultation, management, collaboration and security, and prepare for mobile robots to appear as new endpoints in corporate IT networks. Examine robotic development tools to develop custom robots for "dirty, dull and dangerous" tasks. Business Impact: During the next five years, applications for mobile robots will include cleaning, delivery, security patrolling, greeting of visitors and a range of other applications enabled by mobile videoconferencing and low-cost sensors. Several organizations are already reporting value from the use of mobile robots in warehousing and material handling applications. Robots can also add value in deploying infrastructure technologies (for example, mounting RFID readers on a mobile robot to track assets over a large area at a much lower cost than blanket coverage through fixed readers). Longer term, mobile robots will deliver a broader spectrum of home help
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and healthcare capabilities, and as costs fall, they may play a growing role in automating lowwage tasks in activities such as food preparation. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Adept MobileRobots; Aethon; Anybots; Honda; iRobot; InTouch Health; Kiva Systems; Mitsubishi; Pal Robotics; RoboDynamics; Seegrid; VGo Communications Recommended Reading: "Insights on a Future Growth Industry: An Interview With Colin Angle, CEO, iRobot" "Cool Vendors in Emerging Technologies, 2010" "RoboBusiness Showcases Fledgling Mobile Robot Industry"



Natural Language Question Answering

Analysis By: Whit Andrews Definition: Applications that provide users with a means of asking a question in plain language that a computer or service can answer with a meaningful response in a reasonable time frame. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: IBM's virtuosic performance with its Watson application-computer combination on television quiz show "Jeopardy" was enormously successful from a marketing perspective and captured the attention of the world. It was a benchmark in the progression toward cognitively effective reasoning by artificial actors. It joins a long line of immediately fascinating if broadly constrained custom-made knowledge calculation devices. (Another example is Wolfram Alpha, a Web answer engine that converts queries to mathematical values and does some natural language analysis.) However, the challenges in effective interpretation of idiomatic interrogative speech, matching it to knowledge bases of potentially infinite scope, and the selection of a limited number of answers (even just one) remain profoundly difficult. Simple answers such as the one answer available for a trivia question are far easier than the multivariate, nuanced answers inherent in real human communication (cold or flu? why not cold AND flu!). Solutions ultimately must discover means of communication with humans that are intuitive, effective, swift and dialogic. The ability to conduct even a brief conversation, with context, antecedent development and retention, and relevancy to individual users is well beyond conception — for now. However, non-conversational, information-centered answers are indeed already possible, with the right combination of hardware and software, and surely as in all technology categories, the availability of such resources can only become cheaper and easier. More than five years will pass before such capabilities are commonplace in industry, government or any other organizational environment, but they will be available to leaders in such categories. User Advice: The computing power required to accomplish a genuinely effective trivia competitor is great, but will become more accessible with time. Any projects founded on such facility must be experimental, but in the foreseeable future will include diagnostic applications of many kinds, as well as commercial advice and merchandising and strategic or tactical decision support. "Augmentation" is the key thought. No decision support application springs, full formed, from the ether — it will be expert humans who build it, design the parameters and develop the interface, and humans will, similarly, evaluate its advice and decide how to proceed.
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Business Impact: Ultimately, the ability for line workers or unschooled consumers to achieve effective responses from machines without using expertise in framing queries (which is the necessary case even in simple-interface applications such as Google.com) will generate new kinds of information exploitation by diminishing information friction yet more. Given a limited set of answers and an effective means of capturing plain language requests, it is easy to see computers more effectively providing guidance in various environments. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Autonomy; EasyAsk; IBM; Wolfram Alpha



Internet of Things

Analysis By: Hung LeHong; John Mahoney Definition: The Internet of Things is a concept that describes how the Internet is being used to link consumer devices and physical assets so that these new endpoints can create and receive a data stream. For example, televisions and cars are starting to connect to the Internet to access and provide content and services. Similarly, smart meters and parking meters are public and enterprise assets that can also be connected to the Internet to provide new services and information. Things can be connected to the Internet and to each other on a permanent or intermittent basis. Things can also have dedicated point-to-point connections (e.g., a bridge sensor only connected to a control station), or they can be open to connect to anything that has the right authorization. An "intranet" of things can also be created to control access and security. The Internet of Things consists of a topology of services, applications and a connecting infrastructure (much of it wireless). Thus, technology vendors will come from many areas. Operational technology, which is the software embedded in enterprise assets (such as utility grids, hospital equipment and industrial machines), is an example of the Internet of Things when it is connected or networked. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The Internet of Things (sometimes called the "realworld Web") has existed for many years. However, there has been acceleration in the number and types of things that are being connected. We have already reached the point where the number of things connected to the Internet has surpassed the PCs and mobile devices that connect to the Internet — making the Internet more of an Internet of Things, than a PC or mobile Internet. The number of things that connect to the Internet will continue to increase exponentially. However, it is the nature of the data streamed/received and the ways things connect to systems, each other and people that will determine how quickly and effectively value can be created from the Internet of Things. User Advice: Getting value from the Internet of Things comes in two phases. The first comes from connecting new things to provide information and services that were not available before (such as parking sensors that can communicate availability). The second phase provides value by combining the Internet of Things with people, processes and systems. For example, a hospital that brings together the availability and location of staff with health monitoring devices (to track patients and machine availability) and hospital systems (for patient records and other data) can create a healthcare environment that can quickly prioritize and mobilize for emergencies. Enterprises should explore both of these phases but start with the first phase and develop the Internet of Things proficiencies and establish technology partner relationships that will span a broad range of areas. Enterprises should also pay specific attention to the increase in security risks and vulnerabilities as the Internet of Things (especially operational technology) becomes
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more sophisticated and complex. Processes and tools will need to be in place to manage these risks. Business Impact: The value of the Internet of Things is in its applications. For example, cities can become "smart cities" as sensors on buildings, lamp posts, parking spots and many other city infrastructure items become connected. Retailers and consumer product companies can provide added services and marketing channels or completely transform products by having their products connected to the Internet and each other. The benefits can range from incremental improvements (such as having parking meter sensors communicate availability) to transformational changes (for example, connected healthcare scenarios). Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Accenture; Cisco; Ernst & Young; GE; Honeywell; IBM; Logica; Nokia Siemens Networks; Siemens Recommended Reading: "CIO Advisory: Which 'Internet of Things' Business Models Are Right for Your Customers?" "Marketing Essentials: Four Steps to Help You Assess Smart Cities Opportunities" "Key Issues for IT and OT Alignment and Integration, 2011" "The M2M Market Evolution: Growth Attracts Everyone" "Smart Grid Key Initiative Overview" "Smart Government: Crossing Domains and Processes"



Speech-to-Speech Translation

Analysis By: Jackie Fenn Definition: Speech-to-speech translation involves translating one spoken language into another. It combines speech recognition, machine translation and text-to-speech technology. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: A host of recent low-cost apps for mobile phones from companies such as Cellictica (Trippo VoiceMagix), Jibbigo and SpeechTrans are showing the viability of speech-to-speech translation for consumer and tourist applications, where approximate translations are often good enough. Google has announced "Conversation Mode" for its Google Translate Android app, and NTT Docomo has demonstrated cloud-based near-realtime simultaneous translation between Japanese and English. Other major players, including Microsoft and IBM, have demonstrated highly accurate speech translation in their labs. For highest accuracy, developers need to constrain the task to a limited vocabulary, such as IBM's system for the U.S. military in Iraq. Some solutions involve an interim stage of generating a textual rephrasing of the spoken sentence, so the speaker can check that the system has found the right context prior to translation into the target language. While there has been little adoption of the technology by enterprises to date due to accuracy limitations, the availability of the low-cost mobile consumer products may drive interest and progress for higher-end applications. We anticipate rising hype and capabilities during the next two years, and a growing breadth of applicability during the next five years.
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User Advice: Do not view automated translation as a replacement for human translation but rather as a way to deliver approximate translations for limited dialogues where no human translation capability is available. Evaluate whether low-cost consumer products can help during business travel or first-responder situations. Leading-edge organizations can work with vendors and labs to develop custom systems for constrained tasks. Business Impact: Consumer mobile applications are the first to attract significant interest. Potential enterprise applications include on-site interactions for fieldworkers, as well as government security and emergency and social service interactions with the public. Longer term, multinational call centers and internal communications in multinational corporations will benefit, particularly for routine interactions. Internal collaborative applications may be limited by the fact that strong team relationships are unlikely to be forged with automated translation as the only way to communicate. The technology has the potential to be of transformational benefit in the areas where it can be applied; however, based on current performance constraints, we are assessing the overall benefit rating as moderate. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Cellictica; Google; IBM; Jibbigo; SpeechTrans



At the Peak

Context-Enriched Services

Analysis By: William Clark; Anne Lapkin Definition: Context-enriched services use information about a person or an object to proactively anticipate the user's need and serve up the content, product or service most appropriate to the user. The IT industry is beginning to recognize a pattern where augmented reality offerings, mobile location-aware ads, mobile search and social mobile sites fall under the umbrella term "context-aware." Context-enriched services are the fundamental unit of software for improving user experiences through context, and are an implementation foundation for context-aware computing. These terms denote services and APIs that use information about the user to optionally and implicitly fine-tune the software action with better situational awareness. Such services can proactively push content to the user at the moment of need, or suggest products and services that are most attractive to the user at a specific point in time. Context is relative and describes the environment, history or setting in which a user interaction occurs. From a software perspective, the context for a service is information (data) that can add value to the functioning of the service, but is not essential to it. In the absence of context information, the service is still operational, but may not provide results that are as finely targeted. The currency and quality of the context information will determine the value it adds to the service. Most applications that benefit from context-enriched services will subscribe to them using serviceoriented-architecture (SOA) techniques and implementations. Context-enriched services will also require sophisticated reasoning to determine how software actions should be changed to make them more appropriate for the user's context. The more current and selective the context information, the more precise the functioning of the service. Context-enriched services are provided by context brokers, which are designed to
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retrieve, process and stage this information so that subscribing functions can use relevant context in addition to processing incoming data. When an application uses context-enriched services, it is a context-aware application. As a best practice, context-enriched software services have the modularity and accessibility of SOA and use SOA-related standards. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Context enrichment refines the output of services and improves their relevance. We observe implementations today in mobile computing, social computing, identity controls, search and e-commerce — the areas in which context is emerging as an element of competitive differentiation. However, the current context-aware solutions are fragmented — they are individually designed, custom-developed and deployed, and because of their competitive importance are often not widely distributed or advertised. The movement in social computing to open and shared social relationship (social graph) information is an early step toward the standardization of context-aware computing APIs; however, most of the required standardization effort has not yet begun. Context-enriched services will require multiple stages of innovation and platform technology evolution before their essential benefit is well-understood in the broad mainstream computing markets. In 2011, we are seeing specific services aimed at consumers beginning to take shape in the form of services offered by context providers such as Apple that allow advertisers to plug content into certain situations, whereas before all these services were custom-built. Context-enriched services have advanced significantly during the past year, moving from a midpoint post-trigger position toward the Peak of Inflated Expectations. We are seeing an increasing number of applications that, while they may not use the term "context-aware computing," are clearly using context information to improve the user experience. These include Apple's recent developer guidance regarding location-aware advertising, the augmented reality systems that give information on an object shown in the camera lens of a phone, and the ability of Google Android-based phones to augment services based on the user's contacts and behavior, and other components of context information. In the long term, there will be a shift from reactive to proactive services, so push and subscribe will be more prevalent, and the number and richness of information sources will rise. User Advice: Context-enriched services will begin with simple scenarios (one category, such as location) and will evolve into compound patterns (e.g., taking into account location, presence and group behavior). Application developers and service providers should take advantage of the wide range of contextual opportunities in their e-commerce, security, social computing and mobile computing systems. Some early context processing can be achieved using event processing and complex-event-processing technologies; enterprises need to plan to incrementally develop or source more context-enriched services in step with their ambition levels of improving the user experience. Business Impact: Context-enriched services will be transformational for solution providers. Context enrichment is the next frontier for business applications, platforms and development tools. The ability to automate the processing of context information will serve users by increasing the agility, relevance and precision of IT services. New vendors that are likely to emerge will specialize in gathering and injecting contextual information into business applications. New protocols like Real-Time Bidding (RTB) will allow for the mashing up of and delivery of contextenriched services. Most context-aware applications are likely to arrive as incremental enhancements to SOA, without a major disruption to the prior architecture. However, the new kinds of business applications, especially those driven by consumer opportunities, will emerge, as the function of full context awareness may end up being revolutionary and disruptive to established practices. Benefit Rating: Transformational
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Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Appear Networks; Apple; Google; Microsoft; Nokia; Pontis; Sense Networks Recommended Reading: "Context-Aware Computing: The Future Is Now" "Key Issues for Context-Aware Computing, 2010" "Context-Enriched Services: From Reactive Location to Rich Anticipation" "Context-Aware Computing: It's Time to Carefully Choose Your Vendors" "Apple Note Signals Move to Claim Context-Aware Advertising"



Image Recognition

Analysis By: Hung LeHong Definition: Image recognition technologies strive to identify objects, people, buildings, places, logos, and anything else that has value to consumers and enterprises. Smartphones and tablets equipped with cameras have pushed this technology from mainly industrial applications (for example, sorting fruit) to consumer applications. For example, logos, cars, landmarks, wine labels, and book and album covers can be identified by consumer smartphones, using a mobile app that accesses image recognition software in the cloud. Image recognition has the potential to transform a picture into a hyperlink to something on the Internet (for example, information, service, coupon or video). It can also be used to initiate a search — which is one of the main reasons why Google and Amazon have been investing in this technology. In addition, image recognition has applications in security and content management. Our definition of image recognition does not include video analytics or video search, although video analysis frequently incorporates image recognition technologies. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Image recognition is a branch of computer vision that has been a developing area for more than 20 years. Cloud resources, advances in image recognition algorithms, the building up of image databases, and the rapid adoption rate of smartphones and tablets have all combined to progress image recognition technology. Excitement around the potential of this technology will peak during the next two years as a result of mobile apps. Image recognition will then head into the Trough of Disillusionment as consumers and enterprises encounter the fragmented applicability of the technology (for example, paintings in one museum can be recognized, but not those in another museum) and the learning curve required to get consumers and employees to use the capabilities. Moreover, the ultimate goal of image recognition — to identify any arbitrary item in any arbitrary setting — has still not been achieved. Instead, image recognition approaches will continue to focus on recognizing types of images, such as faces, clothing, logos, cars, consumer items and print ads. User Advice: Private-sector enterprises: If an enterprise already has a successful 2D bar code program, the move to image recognition will expand the possibilities by enabling more items (including older items and ads that don't have a 2D bar code) to be part of a mobile campaign. Enterprises new to these concepts should explore if linking physicalworld items to Internet content will provide value to their customers. For example, any consumer product or ad that is image-recognized can act as a hyperlink to information, instruction manuals, videos or coupons.
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Public-sector enterprises: Image recognition can be used in similar ways as those used in private-sector business-to-consumer interactions. For example, snapping a picture of a bus ad that is advertising a government program could lead to an online portal for details. Image recognition can also be used for security purposes, fraud reduction and searching for individuals in a large collection of images. Business Impact: Benefits from image recognition technology exist in three main areas: (1) it can increase sales and customer engagement by making physical items and printed media a gateway to more information and services on the Internet; (2) it can improve security and reduce fraud by analyzing images of scenes and/or people; and (3) it can improve content management for image assets. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Amazon; Cortexica Vision Systems; Google; IQ Engines; kooaba; LTU Technologies; piXlogic



3D Printing

Analysis By: Pete Basiliere Definition: 3D fabricating technologies have been available since the late 1980s and have primarily been used in the field of prototyping for industrial design. More recently, the 3D printing quality has increased, and printer and supply costs have decreased to a level that broadens the appeal of 3D printing to a wider range of businesses, schools and consumers. Additive 3D printers deposit resin, plastic or another material, layer by layer, to build up a physical model. Inkjet 3D printers image successive layers of plastic powder, hardening each layer on contact, to build up the piece. The size of the part varies with the specific manufacturer's printer and whether support structures are required. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Continued quality improvements and price decreases in 3D printers and scanners mean enterprises can justify a modest investment that streamlines their design and development programs. 3D printers with multicolor capabilities (less than $15,000) and single, monochromatic 3D printers (approximately $10,000) are available for a wide range of applications. 3D printing is advancing technologically and is having the greatest impact in small and specialist businesses. An important tipping point was reached in 2010, when HP became the first 2D printer manufacturer to offer its own 3D printers. The Designjet 3D printers are targeted at in-house workgroup 3D printing, enabling multiple users to cut the time and cost of using a more expensive external provider and resulting in a quick ROI as a result. HP retained the right to extend the distribution globally through its Imaging and Printing Group. The devices are manufactured by Stratasys, which on 5 May 2011 announced its acquisition of Solidscape, a manufacturer of 3D printers used to cast precise metal parts that served investment casting customers in the jewelry, medical, dental and industrial markets. As the first 2D printer manufacturer to enter the market, HP gave low-cost 3D printers credibility and could potentially set standards that others will have to follow. 3D printers are approaching the Peak of Inflated Expectations as prices continue to drop and the rebound from the global recession enables more companies to justify the modest investment. Mainstream consumers are unlikely to purchase 3D printers in large quantities because the entry price is still too expensive.
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Hobbyists, however, have a small number of sources for kits they can build or modify, including Fab@Home (www.fabathome.org) and RepRap (http://reprap.org). Although a Hype Cycle combination of "Adolescent" technology maturity and a low, 1% to 5% market penetration is unusual, it is justified in this case. The variety of providers demonstrate the maturing technology capabilities — not fully grown but developing — while users have moved beyond early adopters. For example, consumer-oriented Web providers of finished 3D parts, models, jewelry and other items continue to grow in number, nurturing interest in the technology: CloudFab (www.cloudfab.com) — An online marketplace that provides engineers, designers, marketers and early adopters with access to a network of 3D service bureaus FigurePrints (www.figureprints.com) — Makes avatars for players of the popular "World of Warcraft" online game Sculpteo (www.sculpteo.com) — An online community platform that provides access to 3D designers, allowing buyers to share models, upload their own designs and order 3D prints Shapeways (www.shapeways.com) — Offers items ranging from pendants to puzzles User Advice: End users must examine 3D printing technology for product design and prototyping, as well as for use in proposals, focus groups and marketing campaigns. Educational institutions should use 3D printers not only in engineering and architectural courses, but also in creative arts programs (for instance, to design masks and props for a theater production). Printer technology providers must continue research and development work while monitoring competitors' cost-benefit value propositions. Business Impact: Uses for 3D printers have expanded as advances in 3D scanners and design tools, as well as the commercial and open-source development of additional design software tools, made 3D printing practical. The cost of creating 3D printers continues to drop, with devices available for an investment of approximately $10,000. Increasing printer shipments will create economies of scale for the manufacturers, and when coupled with price pressure from low-cost 3D printer kits, will continue to drive down 3D printer prices. Similarly, the supply costs will decrease as use increases and as competitive pressures become a factor. The commercial market for 3D print applications will continue expanding into architectural, engineering, geospatial, medical and short-run manufacturing. In the hobbyist and consumer markets, the technology will be used for artistic endeavors, custom or vanity applications (such as the modeling of children's toys, pets and gamers' avatars), and "fabbing" (the manufacture of one-off parts). As a result, demand for scarce 3D design skills and easy-to-use consumer software tools will explode in the consumer and business arenas. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: 3D Systems; Fab@Home; HP; Objet Geometries; RepRap; Stratasys; Z Corp. Recommended Reading: "Cool Vendors in Imaging and Print Services, 2010" "Emerging Technology Analysis: 3-D Printing"
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Gamification

Analysis By: Brian Blau; Brian Burke Definition: "Gamification" is the use of game mechanics in nonentertainment environments to change user behavior and drive engagement. Specifically, the aim is to encourage higher levels of participation from a target group by exploiting familiar, enjoyable and motivational mechanisms found in modern video games. All games include game mechanics that describe the playing area, the players, and the challenges and rules that make game-play enjoyable. Gamification takes some of these mechanics and applies them to business challenges to motivate users to engage in higher and more meaningful levels of participation. Humans are "hard-wired" to enjoy games and have a natural tendency to engage for longer in something that they find entertaining. Gamification aims to harness this natural tendency to play along. Gamification has many uses that target consumers, employees and the Web "collective," and it impacts many areas of technology, including consumer products, applications and services. Gamification technology comes in three forms; "gamified" platforms (such as Foursquare, SCVNGR and LevelUp); software services that integrate with custom-developed applications (usually delivered as software-as-a-service or self-service products); and purely custom implementations. "Serious games" are a genre closely related to gamification, one that can be considered its precursor. This term typically refers to video games that are used not for entertainment but as simulations in the fields of emergency training, education, science, healthcare and the military. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Gamification is being applied to many different challenges relating to, for example, innovation, education, employee performance, healthcare, social change, business and work planning. Its current "sweet spot" is in the consumer market, both as a key aspect of good product design and in marketing and customer loyalty programs designed to increase user engagement. The early indications are that gamification has a significant positive impact on user engagement rates, when applied in a suitable context. However, gamification also has significant challenges to overcome before widespread adoption can occur. Designing games is no easy task — during four decades of video game development many games have failed, despite their developers having the best intentions. A basic level of game mechanics (a points system, leaderboard, achievements/awards or basic challenges) is often not enough to sustain increased engagement. Designing gamification services represents another challenge, one that requires careful planning and execution, and iteration. Overcoming these challenges will require successive integrations of gamification in a wide variety of consumer and enterprise scenarios. User Advice: Gamification of consumer services, applications and enterprise processes can increase user interactivity and change behavior, resulting in greater user engagement. Users who have fun are more likely to become loyal users. Recognize that simply including game mechanics is not enough to increase engagement, and that making them sufficiently rewarding requires planning, design and, over time, adjustments to keep users interested. Match game mechanics to product goals in order to increase user engagement and retention. When integrating game mechanics, match game-play to your desired values, and provide feedback and rewards. Also, for a broader reach, add "virality" and the ability to share experiences.
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Business Impact: Gamification techniques can be used in a wide range of technology-, productand service-related scenarios to enhance product and service strategies. Their use is relevant to marketing managers, product designers, customer services managers, financial managers and human resources staff, among others, whose aim is to bring about longer-lasting and more meaningful interactions with customers, employees or the general public. User engagement is at the heart of today's "always connected" culture. Incorporating game mechanics encourages desirable behaviors, which can, with the help of carefully planned scenarios and product strategies, increase user participation, improve product and brand loyalty, and build lasting and valuable relationships with the target audience. The intended behavioral learning and the rewards that users will associate with it depend on the nature of the game, its setting and progression. Before designing the game mechanics, it is essential to determine an appropriate tempo and stimulus to reinforce desired behavior, along with appropriate rewards or penalties. Careful planning and improvement through iteration are central to every successful implementation of gamification. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Badgeville; Bunchball; Foursquare; SCVNGR Recommended Reading: "Marketing Essentials: Strategic Alternatives for Increased Engagement Using Gamification" "Gamification Primer: Life Becomes a Game" "Case Study: Innovation Squared: The Department for Work and Pensions Turns Innovation Into a Game" "Marketing Essentials: How to Create a Mobile Game for Your Brand or Product" "Market Insight: Lessons and Trends From the Evolution of Video Games" "Play to Win: Crowdsourcing Innovative Future-State Enterprise Architecture Models Through Game Play"



Group Buying

Analysis By: Gene Alvarez Definition: Group buying is an aspect of social commerce in which an offer is made by an organization to potential customers. The offer is composed of traditional product offers, such as 25% off, "buy one, get one" or a fixed price that is lower than the normal price. The offer is provided to those who have subscribed to receive the offer. Attributes such as the frequency of the offer (e.g., one a day or one a week), the geography of the offer (e.g., city or state) and the length of time the offer will be honored are examples of things that can vary from one seller/promoter to another. Another component of these group buying offers is that the buyer can refer friends to this special deal. For example, get 10 friends to accept a buy one, get one offer and, when all 10 friends have accepted the offer, it is then honored by the seller; however, if the condition that 10 people accept the offer is not met, then the offer is withdrawn. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Group buying is rather nascent, and a variety of models is being used as more are entering the market every day. Group buying enablers range
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from fast-moving startups to offerings being made by communities and other dominant Web players, such as search engines. Many have become successful at penetrating the local advertising marketing within cities and are now moving on to national plays. Because the startups are being hyped in the press and the dominant Internet players are announcing their own offerings, this is a fast-moving market with a lot of possibility for acquisitions of smaller players by larger technology providers. User Advice: Organizations that sell products and services directly to consumers should run proof-of-concept tests with group buying vendors. These proofs of concept should test the ability to move product, or drive leads or traffic for your organization. Users should understand that the offers are a form of discounting, and that they should be reserved for items the organization is willing to discount. Business Impact: The business impact of group buying is that an organization can use this technology to very quickly drive demand for a certain set of its products/services. This enables the organization to leverage social zealots/advocates to draw in friends to take the offer within the time period at a lower cost and for a shorter time period. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Buywithme; GiltCity; Groupon; LivingSocial; RueLaLa; Tippr Recommended Reading: "Use Group Buying to Nudge Curious E-Commerce Customers Into Action"



Social Analytics

Analysis By: Carol Rozwell Definition: Social analytics describes the process of collecting, measuring, analyzing and interpreting the results of interactions and associations among people, topics and ideas. These interactions may occur on social software applications used in the workplace, in internally or externally facing communities, or on the social Web. Social analytics is an umbrella term that includes a number of specialized analysis techniques, such as social filtering, social network analysis, sentiment analysis and social media analytics. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Social software vendors, such as IBM and Microsoft, have added tools for social analytics to their applications that measure adoption and growth to provide an understanding of community dynamics. The data makes individual behaviors, content and interactions visible. Social media monitors look for patterns in the content of conversations across all social media spaces. They extract actionable or predictive information from social media and, in some cases, offline media. Salesforce.com's acquisition of Radian6 is an example of a social software platform vendor extending its social analytics capability to include social media monitoring. User Advice: Organizations should ensure that their business intelligence initiatives are positioned to take advantage of social analytics to monitor, discover and predict. Some enterprises will be content to monitor the conversations and interactions going on around them. Enterprises with social software platforms that provide social analysis and reporting can use this information to assess community engagement. They can also easily monitor what is being said about the company, its products and the brand using simple search tools or more sophisticated sentiment analysis applications.
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The results of social analytics (for example, discovered patterns and connections) can be made available (possibly in real time) to the participants of the environment from which the data was collected to help them navigate, filter and find relevant information or people. Other enterprises will mine the social analytics data, actively looking to discover new insight using a wide range of business intelligence applications. At this time, the use of social analytics information for predictive purposes is a largely untapped source of value. Using social analytics for prediction supports Pattern-Based Strategy. In many organizations, social analytics applied to external activity (for example, sentiment analysis across the Web) will be sourced by marketing professionals and others (such as the legal department, product development, customer support). In those cases, IT needs to play a leadership role in orchestrating a coordinated set of activities across departments to, for example, minimize duplication of effort, ensure coordination between efforts and standardize taxonomies. Business Impact: Social analytics is useful for organizations that want to uncover predictive trends based on the collective intelligence laid open by the Internet. For example, a biopharma researcher could examine medical research databases for the most important researchers, first filtering for the search terms and then generating the social network of the researchers publishing in the biopharma's field of study. Similarly, social analytics could be used by marketers who want to measure the impact of their advertising campaigns or uncover a new target market for their products. They could look for behaviors among current customers or among prospects that could enable them to spot trends (deterioration in customer satisfaction or loyalty) or behaviors (demonstrated interest in specific topics or ideas). Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Attensity; BuzzLogic; galaxyadvisors; IBM; News Patterns; salesforce.com; SAS; Trampoline Systems; Visible Technologies Recommended Reading: "Supercharging Context Awareness With the Social Graph and Social Analytics" "Guide to CRM Analytics for CRM Customer Service, 2011" "Social BPM: Techniques to Uncover Process Patterns"



Wireless Power

Analysis By: Jim Tully; Steve Ohr Definition: A wireless power supply facilitates the charging or direct powering of electrical and electronic equipment using inductive or radio frequency (RF) energy transfer. Inductive systems are preferred for short-range wireless power transfer (a few centimeters) and can provide very high levels of power of several thousand watts or more. Some electric trams and trains utilize this form of power transfer. RF power transfer operates over longer distances (tens or hundreds of meters or more) and provides more modest levels of power (a few milliwatts or less). Therefore, inductive systems are more suited for PCs and the fast charging of mobile devices, while RF power is more applicable to remote sensor networks and trickle-charging of mobile phones. A combination of induction and RF is used in Near Field Communication (NFC), used for medium/short range (typically up to
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around 20 cm), but is dependent on the frequency used. The NFC Forum has specified a version of the technology that operates at 13.56 MHz with an operating distance up to about 4 cm. In its most basic forms, inductive power has been in use for many years — for example, in electric toothbrushes. The focus now is on more flexible, efficient and addressable forms of the technology using resonance techniques. Most users of mobile electronic devices find battery charging to be a real annoyance. It is inconvenient and different chargers are required for different types of equipment. The idea of wireless charging is clearly attractive and several solutions have recently been demonstrated. For example, wireless charging schemes are being designed for use in tabletop surfaces and similar environments that will charge a mobile device when it is placed onto the surface. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Adoption of the technology for mobile devices or PCs requires a degree of standardization. The Wireless Power Consortium is addressing this issue and considerable progress is being made. A bigger obstacle is the question of why mobile equipment makers (such as handset vendors) should be interested in this technology. Mobile phone makers have recently agreed a set of standards for chargers and this could set back the aspirations of wireless power vendors in this area. Much prominent discussion continues about this technology and we receive many requests from clients for information. Therefore, we have advanced the technology slightly along the Hype Cycle this year. User Advice: Technology planners in organizations with many users of mobile devices should evaluate the benefits of this technology as it becomes available. Vendors of mobile devices, batteries and power infrastructure (such as chargers) should evaluate the alternatives and decide on their position in relation to this technology. Users should investigate this if they need small levels of "trickle" charging for equipment where it is difficult or impossible to connect a physical supply — for example, sensor networks and Bluetooth low-energy devices. Business Impact: The technology is applicable to a wide range of business and consumer situations. Some environments require mobile devices to be charged at all times and wireless charging is particularly suited to these situations. It also offers advantages of less clutter and reduced e-waste of old chargers. Efficiency is somewhat lower than wired power and this will need to be factored into any decision. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Fulton Innovation; MIT; Nokia; Powercast



Activity Streams

Analysis By: Nikos Drakos Definition: An activity stream is a publish-and-subscribe notification mechanism that provides frequent updates to subscribers about the activities or events they subscribe to (or "follow"). It can be a feature of social networking environments that enables users to keep track of the activities of others, or a separate service that aggregates activities across multiple sites or applications. For example, the scope of the activities covered may be limited to those undertaken within a particular environment (such as profile changes, new connections among users and message posts or microblogging).
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It could also be much broader and include activities in other environments into which the activity stream has access, such as Twitter posts, general blog posts, uploads of pictures in Flickr or a transaction in a business application. Because enterprise products in this category invariably include microblogging as one of the social activities that gets published into an activity stream, we do not include microblogging as a separate Hype Cycle category. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Activity streams are available and popular on social networking sites, such as Facebook, and on other consumer services where the focus is specifically on user activity aggregation retrieved from services where the user has accounts or contacts. Users can usually control how much of their activity stream is available to other users. Activity streams are also beginning to be used in business environments, where a stream may also contain information about business events that are injected into a stream from business applications, as well as individual user activities. Activity streams have the potential to become a general-purpose mechanism for personalized information dissemination. User Advice: Tools that help individuals to expand their "peripheral vision" with little effort can be useful. Being able to choose to be notified about the ideas, comments or activities of others on the basis of who they are, or your relationship with them, is a powerful mechanism for managing information from an end user's perspective. Unlike email, with which the sender may miss interested recipients or overload uninterested ones, publish-and-subscribe notification mechanisms such as activity streams enable recipients to fine-tune and manage more effectively the information they receive. At this stage, it's important to understand the consumer activity aggregation services. As enterprise equivalents become available, more detailed assessments are possible, in terms of their contribution to collaborative work and their relevance as general-purpose, information access and distribution mechanisms. It is also important to examine the plans of the collaboration or social software vendors with which they are already working. One aspect of enterprise implementations that will require particular caution is the richness of privacy controls that enable users to manage who sees what information about their activities, as well as the ability to comply with local privacy regulations. Business Impact: There is an obvious application of activity streams in managing dispersed teams or in overseeing multiparty projects. Regular updates of status changes that are collected automatically as individuals interact with various systems can keep those responsible up to date, as well as keep different participants aware of the activities of their peers. Activity streams can help a newcomer to a team or to an activity understand who does what and, in general, how things are done. Activity streams are likely to become key mechanisms in business information aggregation and distribution. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: blueKiwi Software; BroadVision; Drupal; Facebook; IBM; Jive; Magnet; Microsoft; Moxie Software; NewsGator; Novell; Qontext; salesforce.com; Socialcast; Socialtext; Tibco Software; Yammer



Internet TV

Analysis By: Andrew Frank Definition: Internet TV is defined as a subset of online video that applies to the video streaming of licensed professional content (typically, TV shows, live events and movies). The "TV" part of
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the definition refers to the nature and status of the content; it drives the key requirement that access be selectively controlled, based on licensing arrangements, which can place restrictions on who may see the content (such as, subscribers only), where the content may be seen (geographical restrictions) and when the content may be seen (release windows). Restrictions can also be applied to specific reception devices (for example, Google TV), but "TV" in this context does not imply that a TV set is the preferred device for reception: PCs, smartphones and media tablets are all considered receivers of Internet TV. The requirement to enforce licensing terms leads to a technical need to secure streams from arbitrary retransmission or alteration (for example, to remove advertising). We can break down security approaches into three delivery models, with decreasing levels of security. Level 1: Application software bound to hardware, creating a closed system embedded within a device. Examples: iTunes, Vudu and Netflix service running on a Roku box. Level 2: Application software (including a browser plug-in) delivered as an executable and bound to a device's operating system. Examples: Hulu desktop player (as distinct from the browser-based Hulu service), Boxee, iPlayer, HBO Go, and Netflix service running on a Game Console or Blu-ray player. Level 3: Software (via IP delivery) bound to an open browser. Examples would include Google's YouTube, Break.com and Boxee's base-level offering. Internet delivery of licensed video may be particularly disruptive to the incumbent broadcast model for TV service delivery, which is based on licensed access to a limited broadcast spectrum (for over-the-air, or terrestrial, delivery) and proprietary telecommunications channels (cable, satellite and IPTV managed networks), and is heavily regulated in most regions. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The impact of Internet TV on the television industry continues to be a subject of debate, stirred recently by Nielsen's revelation that the number of U.S. households with TV sets fell for the first time since 1992, to 96.7% from 98.9%. (The 1992 decline was attributed to a technical adjustment for the 1990 census.) Nielsen attributes this decline in part to viewing across multiple platforms, although declared "unclear" the question of whether the trend of a "small subset of younger, urban consumers going without paid TV subscriptions" was a short-term or longer-term phenomenon. TV service providers are not waiting to find out. Rather than rejecting the Internet as a TV delivery medium, many are embracing it under the "TV everywhere" model that seeks to extend subscriber access to licensed video content to any device at any time and place (subject to licensing restrictions), based on developing a universal log-in capability with suitable authentication. HBO's HBO Go platform, available as an application on a variety of connected devices and currently supported by all by two of the largest Pay TV service providers in the U.S. (Time Warner and Cablevision), is a flagship example of this approach. Meanwhile, online video distributors, such as Netflix, Hulu and Apple, have largely allayed earlier fears that it might be impossible to monetize or secure online video streams, and Netflix in particular has experienced strong growth on the basis of its Internet streaming offering and now boasts as many subscribers as the U.S.'s largest Pay TV distributor, Comcast (although not all of these are streaming). In the U.K., BBC's iPlayer continues to extend its programming and add social media features. At the same time, the emergence of cloud-based services for video delivery is dramatically impacting the economics of video delivery, undercutting the cost of legacy delivery methods by orders of magnitude. Although consumers can expect to benefit from increased competition for TV distribution opened up by Internet delivery, the question of whether the TV industry can avoid the kind of Internet-
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based disruption that has diminished the music and newspaper publishing industries is still at issue. Much of the legal, economic, and infrastructure underpinnings of the legacy model for television disadvantage many incumbents that have invested in these structures, and create opportunity for more-agile competitors that can satisfy the demand for select TV content with a much lower cost infrastructure. So far, most major TV content providers are reluctant to undercut their established distributors, and alternative video content providers seeking Internet-only distribution have not posed much of a competitive threat to advertising and subscription revenue streams. But the transition to increasing Internet TV consumption patterns among consumers is unlikely to be a zero-sum game, and the ubiquity and efficiency of Internet delivery are bound to produce significant winners and losers over the next five years. User Advice: Content owners should keep a close watch on the evolving business models and get intellectual property rights management (IPRM) to maximize syndication opportunities. Broadcasters and other content licensees should negotiate for complete rights packages, rather than distinguish among Internet, TV and mobile rights distinctions. Local broadcasters and regulators need to engage in productive dialogue regarding the reallocation of broadcast spectrum to meet growing demand for wireless broadband services. TV, Internet and triple-play communication service providers should actively pursue multichannel conditional access models and bundles that elevate the role of ISP in TV service delivery. All parties, as well as regulators, should recognize the significance of the net neutrality debate, as consumer demand for Internet video quality grows and strains existing Internet delivery infrastructures. Business Impact: It appears increasingly unlikely that the impact of Internet TV can be constrained by concerted efforts. Although winners and losers remain unclear, Internet TV will ultimately redefine TV distribution services and likely overtake the DVD market for premium content distribution. Cable networks and other broadcasters that rely on current cable licensing arrangements (such as retransmission consent rules) will need to rethink their positions in light of Internet TV delivery possibilities. While detriments may outweigh benefits for certain businesses, for many broadcasters, content providers and advertisers, Internet TV opens new opportunities and markets. It also has the potential to drive interest in new devices that can leverage the growing demand for Internet TV, while limiting the potential of proprietary STB-based interactive standards to achieve ubiquity. Last, but not least, it offers marketing organizations the possibility of a more efficient and effective advertising and communication channel that combines the impact of video with the targeting, interactivity, and cost benefits of the Internet. The fact that TV service providers are embracing Internet TV in earnest and rapidly deploying working services proves that security and licensing issues are solvable, while the strong growth exhibited by services such as Netflix proves consumer demand and economic viability for challengers. These factors have led Gartner to elevate its benefit rating from "high" to "transformational." Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Emerging
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Sample Vendors: Amazon.com; Apple; BBC; Comcast; HBO; Hulu; ivi TV; Netflix; NeuLion/JumpTV Recommended Reading: "New Television Meets Context-Aware Computing" "A Scenario for the Future of Television in the Cloud" "The Race to Dominate the Future of TV" "Two Roads to TV 2.0" "U.S. Copyright Office Signals New Era of Deregulation for Video Licensing"



NFC Payment

Analysis By: Sandy Shen Definition: Near Field Communication (NFC) allows users to make payments by waving their mobile phone in front of a compatible reader. Users can use their bank card or mobile wallet as a payment instrument and can view account activities or top up from their phone. Usually, the transaction can be done within a distance of 10 cm of the reader. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: We are moving this service back to the Peak of Inflated Expectations this year, given the growing hype in the market. Despite announcements by major device vendors, OS providers and mobile carriers, we view mobile payment as a very complex service that faces many challenges: There is no proven business case for banks or merchants, without which it will be hard for NFC payment to gain adoption. Consumers are sticking to their habit of paying by cash or plastic instead of using their mobile phone, and this ingrained behavior will take a long time to change. It involves key stakeholders such as banks, mobile carriers, merchants, processors, acquirers and device vendors, and it takes time for them to agree on deployment terms and revenue share. There will be no interoperability between ecosystems in the near term. For example, Isis services are not likely to interoperate with the one controlled by Google, or those controlled by device vendors, in the short term. Positive forces include major device vendors including NFC in their products from 2011, with volume shipments taking place from late 2011. A number of companies will try to demonstrate the service for the 2012 Olympic Games, making London a "hot" place for deployments. Google's mobile wallet pilots in the U.S. will add to the service's momentum. However, these deployments and pilots are limited to one or two cities, and it is unclear whether various service providers will interoperate. The industry faces much confusion as to how the technology will evolve and what business models will be used. We are in need of strong leadership to point out the direction in which NFC payment will go. The leader will be able to gather many partners, but also work out innovative business models that all parties will buy into. When this happens, it will help speed market adoption. User Advice: Service providers should first deploy simple applications such as smart tags, access control, loyalty and proximity marketing to get users into the habit of tap and go. To encourage consumers to use NFC, they need to be given tangible rewards, such as coupons,
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special deals and membership points. When the behavioral changes take place, payment will find a much easier entry into the NFC service portfolio. Vertical industries such as public transportation, airlines, retail and healthcare should explore the areas in which NFC technology can improve efficiency and customer services. Ecosystem partners need to collaborate on an interoperable standard to encourage market adoption. Business Impact: NFC payment will have a low impact on service providers' business because of low adoption in the early years. NFC's short-term benefits will be seen in loyalty programs, proximity marketing and social networking. When the adoption of NFC payment reaches 10% of the mobile user base, service providers, card schemes and payment providers will start to see incremental revenue. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Apple; Cassis; Gemalto; Giesecke & Devrient; Google; Inside Secure; MasterCard PayPass; NXP Semiconductors; VeriFone; Visa payWave; ViVOtech Recommended Reading: "Japanese Contactless and Mobile Payment Systems: Beyond the Hype, the Lessons You Must Learn" "Near Field Communication Is a Long-Term Opportunity" "Forecast: Mobile Payments, Worldwide, 2008-2015" "Apple and NFC: A Move Into Payments?" "Competitive Landscape: NFC Semiconductor Vendors, 2011"



Private Cloud Computing

Analysis By: Thomas J. Bittman Definition: Cloud computing is a style of computing in which scalable and elastic IT-enabled capabilities are delivered as a service to customers using Internet technologies. In the broadest terms, private cloud computing is a form of cloud computing that is used by only one organization, or that ensures that an organization is completely isolated from others. This contrasts with public cloud computing, where access to the service is open to any customer willing to pay (unless the service is subsidized, for example, by advertising). For our purposes here, the focus will be on private cloud computing that is internal to an organization — in other words, the customer has control/ownership of the service, and service access is limited to the internal organization. However, three other variants of private cloud computing (not discussed here) are community cloud computing (in which a third-party provider offers services to a limited set of customers), virtual private cloud computing (in which a third-party provider offers the services, but the customer has some control over the implementation, usually in terms of limiting hardware/software sharing), and hybrid cloud computing (in which a service is delivered by a federation of private and public cloud resources). Organizations building a private cloud service are trying to emulate public cloud computing providers in order to get similar benefits, but within their control and on-premises. In most cases, this is based on a virtualization foundation, but private cloud computing requires more (see "Private Cloud Computing: An Essential Overview"). This includes standardization, automation, self-service tools and service management, metering and chargeback, to name a few. Many of
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these technologies are still evolving, and early deployments often require custom tools. Regardless, the biggest challenges with private cloud computing tend to be process-related, cultural, political and organizational. Unlike public cloud providers, which maintain a small number of offered services, enterprises have many complex and interrelated services to deliver. A private cloud computing service can fit within a broader portfolio of services delivered by a real-time infrastructure. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Although some of the technologies required for private cloud computing exist, many do not, or are immature. Many early examples of private cloud computing services are focused on development and test provisioning. However, the private cloud has become a marketing buzzword for most of the largest IT vendors, and many new products shipped in 2010 or will be shipped in 2011 to address technology gaps. Since private cloud computing is a natural evolution of the rapidly growing server virtualization trend, no vendor wants to miss the "next big thing." The hype (both external, from vendors, and internal, from directives "to do something about cloud computing") is already tremendous, and it's going to increase during the next year. Enterprise interest is already high, with 66% of respondents in a recent poll saying they plan to pursue a private cloud computing strategy (at least for a small set of services) by 2014 (see "Private Cloud Computing Ramps Up in 2011"). User Advice: Let service requirements lead your private cloud computing plans, rather than technologies (see "Getting Starting With Private Cloud: Services First"). Create a business case for developing a full private cloud service using public cloud services, or modernizing established architectures. Consider the long-term road map for your private cloud service (see "The Road Map From Virtualization to Cloud Computing"). Build with the potential to take advantage of hybrid sourcing (using both your private cloud services and public) at some point in the future. Start slowly with development/test lab provisioning; short-term, low-service-levelagreement computing requests; and simple, non-mission-critical Web services (e.g., self-service requests and dynamic provisioning for Web environments). Pilot a private cloud implementation to gain support for shared services and to build transparency in IT service costing and chargebacks. Implement change and configuration management processes and tools prior to implementing private cloud services to ensure that you can standardize on the software stacks to be delivered through self-service provisioning, and adequately maintain them. Business Impact: Most private cloud implementations will evolve from a virtualization foundation. Virtualization reduces capital costs, but private cloud computing will reduce the cost of operations and enable faster service delivery. It's primarily attractive to the business, because it enables agility — self-service ordering of frequently requested services, as well as dynamic provisioning. Test lab provisioning is an early example of a private cloud service that enables testers to improve time-to-market and efficiencies, while labor costs associated with provisioning are reduced. Private cloud computing also changes the relationship between the business and IT, transforming how IT is consumed. The shift to services (rather than implementation and assets), pay per use and chargeback enables the business to focus on rapidly changing service requirements and
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consuming IT based on variable costs, while IT can focus on efficient implementation and sourcing (including the potential to leverage public cloud services in the future, without negatively affecting the business). Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Abiquo; Adaptive Computing; BMC Software; CA Technologies; DynamicOps; Elastra; Eucalyptus; HP; IBM; VMware Recommended Reading: "Key Issues for Private Cloud Computing, 2011" "Private Cloud Computing Ramps Up in 2011" "The Drivers and Challenges of Private Cloud Computing" "The 10 Fundamentals of Building a Private Cloud Service" "Private Cloud Computing: An Essential Overview" "The Architecture of a Private Cloud Service"



Augmented Reality

Analysis By: CK Lu; Tuong Huy Nguyen Definition: Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that superimposes graphics, audio and other virtual enhancements on a live view of the real world. It is this "real world" element that differentiates AR from virtual reality. AR aims to enhance users' interaction with the environment, rather than separating them from it. The term has existed since the early 1990s, when it originated in aerospace manufacturing. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The maturity of a number of mobile technologies — such as GPS, digital cameras, accelerometers, digital compasses, broadband, image processing and face/object recognition software — has made AR a viable technology on mobile devices. As all these technologies converge in maturity, AR has also benefited from a growing number of open OSs (promoting native development), the increasing popularity of application stores (increasing awareness and availability of applications), and the rising availability of overlay data such as databases, online maps and Wikipedia. The combination of these features and technologies also allows AR to be used in a number of different applications, including enhancing user interfaces (UIs), providing consumers with information and education, offering potential for marketing and advertising, and augmenting games and entertainment applications. We also believe that AR will play a role in mobile contextual interactions, and will be particularly powerful for: Exploration — Finding things in the vicinity Suggestion — Indicating real-world objects of interest Direction — Indicating where a user should go In 2010, AR had reached the peak of its hype, as many vendors exploited this technology to differentiate their products — both services and hardware. For example, AR browser vendor Layar boasts more than 700,000 active users. The vendor is working with LG (to preload its application on new Android devices) and Samsung (to be supported on bada). This year, we
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observed that the hype surrounding AR has slowed down. Nevertheless, its uses are still being explored. Panasonic provides the Viera AR Setup Simulator (as a promotional tool) to help the consumer feel how their TV will fit into a room. World Lens developed an AR translation application allowing users to translate one language to another; for example, by pointing a camera at a traffic sign. Nintendo 3DS also uses AR as a differentiator to enrich gaming experiences on its 3D display. Despite the hype and potential, a number of factors will slow adoption of AR: Device requirements for AR in mobile devices are rigorous; so, although mobile services provide a great use case for this technology, it will be restricted to higher-end devices. Mobile devices have smaller screens than other consumer electronics devices such as laptops and even handheld gaming consoles, restricting the information that can be conveyed to the end user. The interface (a small handheld device that needs to be held in front of you) limits usage to bursts, rather than continued interaction with the real world. GPS technology also lacks the precision to provide perfect location data, but can be enhanced by hardware such as accelerometers, gyroscopes or magnetometers. As with other location-based services (LBSs), privacy is a potential concern and a hindrance to adoption. As a newer solution, there are also issues with compatibility: competing AR browsers are using proprietary APIs and data structure, making the AR information from one vendor's browser incompatible with that from other browsers. User Advice: Communications service providers (CSPs): Examine whether AR would enhance the user experience of your existing services. Compile a list of AR developers with which you could partner, rather than building your own AR from the ground up. Provide end-toend professional services for specific vertical markets, including schools, healthcare institutions and real-estate agencies, in which AR could offer significant value. A controlled hardware and software stack from database to device will ensure a quality user experience for these groups. Educate consumers about the impact of AR on their bandwidth, to avoid being blamed for users going over their data allowance. Mobile device manufacturers: Recognize that AR provides an innovative interface for your mobile devices. Open discussions with developers about the possibility of preinstalling application clients on your devices, and document how developers can access device features. Build up alliances with AR database owners and game developers to provide exclusive AR applications and services for your devices. Secure preloading agreements and examine how you could integrate AR into your UIs or OSs. AR developers: Take a close look at whether your business model is sustainable, and consider working with CSPs or device manufacturers to expand your user base; perhaps by offering whitelabel versions of your products. Integrate AR with existing tools, such as browsers or maps, to provide an uninterrupted user experience. Build up your own databases to provide exclusive services through AR applications. Extend your AR application as a platform that individual users and third-party providers can use to create their own content. Explore how to apply AR, through different applications and services, to improve the user experience — with the aim of predicting what information users need in different contexts. Providers of search engines and other Web services: Get into AR as an extension of your search business. AR is a natural way to display search results in many contexts. Mapping vendors: Add AR to your 3D map visualizations.
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Early adopters: Examine how AR can bring value to your organization and your customers by offering branded information overlays. For workers who are mobile (including factory, warehousing, maintenance, emergency response, queue-busting or medical staff), identify how AR could deliver context-specific information at the point of need or decision. Business Impact: AR browsers and applications will be the focus of innovation and differentiation for players in the mobile device market in 2011. There are interesting branding opportunities for companies and businesses. Points of interest can be branded with a "favicon" (that is, a favorites or website icon) that appears when the point of interest is selected. Companies such as Mobilizy are offering white-label solutions that allow core Wikitude functionality to be customized. AR products such as Wikitude can lead to numerous LBS advertising opportunities. CSPs and their brand partners can leverage AR's ability to enhance the user experience within their LBS offerings. This can provide revenue via set charges, recurring subscription fees or advertising. Handset vendors can incorporate AR to enhance UIs, and use it as a competitive differentiator in their device portfolio. The growing popularity of AR opens up a market opportunity for application developers, Web service providers and mapping vendors to provide value and content to partners in the value chain, as well as an opportunity for CSPs, handset vendors, brands and advertisers. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: GeoVector; Google; Layar; Mobilizy; Tonchidot Recommended Reading: "Emerging Technology Analysis: Augmented Reality Shows What Mobile Devices Can Do" "Contextual Smartphone Applications Will Exploit Augmented Reality"



Cloud Computing

Analysis By: David Mitchell Smith; Gene Phifer Definition: Gartner defines cloud computing as a style of computing in which scalable and elastic IT-enabled capabilities are delivered as a service using Internet technologies. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Cloud computing remains near the Peak of Inflated Expectations. Although there are signs of fatigue and disillusionment (e.g., Amazon's highly visible failure), cloud computing is showing notable staying power as a major force in IT. Users are changing their buying behaviors, and, although it's unlikely they'll completely abandon on-premises models or soon buy complex, mission-critical processes as services through the cloud, there will be a movement toward consuming services in a more cost-effective way. As expected of technology near the Peak of Inflated Expectations, there is deafening hype around cloud computing. Every IT vendor has a cloud strategy, although many aren't cloudcentric. Variations, such as private cloud computing and hybrid approaches, compound the hype and demonstrate that one dot on a Hype Cycle cannot adequately represent all that is cloud computing. Cloud computing has moved just past the Peak and is likely to spend some time in the Trough of Disillusionment. Subjects that generate this much hype rarely skip through the Trough quickly.
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User Advice: Vendor organizations must begin to focus their cloud strategies around morespecific scenarios, and unify them into high-level messages that encompass the breadth of their offerings. User organizations must demand road maps for the cloud from their vendors. Users should look at specific usage scenarios and workloads, and map their view of the cloud to that of potential providers, and focus more on specifics than on general cloud ideas. Cloud computing involves many components, and some aspects are immature. Care must be taken to assess maturity and assess the risks of deployment. Tools such as cloud services brokerages can help. Business Impact: The cloud computing model is changing the way the IT industry looks at user and vendor relationships. As service provisions (a critical aspect of cloud computing) grow, vendors must become, or partner with, service providers to deliver technologies indirectly to users. User organizations will watch portfolios of owned technologies decline as service portfolios grow. The key activity will be to determine which cloud services will be viable, and when. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Amazon; Google; Microsoft; salesforce.com; VMware Recommended Reading: "Key Issues for Cloud Computing, 2011" "The What, Why and When of Cloud Computing"



Media Tablet

Analysis By: Van L. Baker; Angela McIntyre; Roberta Cozza Definition: A media tablet is a device based on a touchscreen display (typically with a multitouch interface) whose primary focus is the consumption of media. Examples of media include Web pages, music, video and games. The device can also facilitate content entry via an on-screen keyboard or a supplementary device such as a keyboard or pen. Future iterations may also incorporate gesture and voice controls. The device has a screen with a diagonal dimension that is a minimum of five inches and may include screens that are as large as is practical for handheld use, roughly up to 15 inches. The media tablet runs an operating system that is more limited than, or a subset of, the traditional fully featured operating systems, such as Mac OS X or Windows 7. Alternatively, it may be a closed operating system under the control of the device manufacturer; examples are Android and Apple's iOS 4. The media tablet features wireless connectivity with either Wi-Fi, 3G or both, a long battery life, and lengthy standby times with instant-on access from a suspended state. Examples of media tablets are the Apple iPad, the Motorola Xoom and the Samsung Galaxy Tab. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: It is tempting to assume that with the success of the iPad that the media tablet is at or near maturity, but this is not the case. While competitive tablets have not enjoyed much success to date, we believe that other manufacturers are committed to this hardware platform and will continue to improve their offerings. The success of the tablet form factor has been primarily in the consumer market, and it is just beginning to capture the attention of the business market. This alone will contribute to sustained hype for some time to come. Additionally, this device category has disrupted the consumer personal computer market, with the greatest impact being on the mini-notebook (netbook) segment. The media tablet offers an
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attractive alternative to mini-notebooks and ultra-thin and light notebooks for consumers that are focused on content consumption. Additionally, the content creation capability of media tablets is improving. Its instant-on capability and long battery life make it a screen of convenience that appeals to consumers. The rapid growth of tablet applications has contributed to the success of the tablet market. The success of the e-book and magazine reader applications for tablets has significantly altered the ebook reader market. The media tablet capabilities for content creation, such as photo and video editing as well as productivity applications, have improved dramatically in the last year, making the device more practical as a general-purpose tool. This trend is expected to continue. Given the high profile of the tablet category in the press and the resultant hype, the media tablet may move through the Hype Cycle quickly. User Advice: Enterprise IT architects should prepare for media tablets to continue to gain traction in their employee base as the devices increase in popularity with consumers. In many cases, these devices have already entered the enterprise with their consumer employees. IT managers should apply the managed diversity model for these devices. Media tablets should also be considered for business-to-consumer applications for delivering content, providing high-quality graphics in sales situations and/or driving customer engagement where it is required for navigating through marketing materials. During the next three years, media tablets will be used in business mainly for customer-facing roles — for example, by sales (to give presentations to clients), by realtors and by executives. The adoption of tablets that run a full version of an OS, such as Windows 7, and other PCs with touch will be stifled by the lack of productivity software that incorporates touch in ways that significantly enhance the user experience or improve productivity. This is due to the lack of a multitouch-centric user interface in the mainstream operating systems. Business Impact: The adoption of multitouch technology in both the smartphone and media tablet categories has elevated multitouch use models to mainstream devices that consumers carry every day. Additionally, the availability of instant-on access has driven strong adoption as consumers have come to place a high value on this feature. The proliferation of multitouch and instant-on capabilities in tablets and smartphones will put additional pressure on the PC industry to offer multitouch and instant-on functionality in mini-notebooks and notebooks. This disruption of tablets in the market has put an emphasis on industrial design that was lacking in the market before the arrival of the media tablet. Manufacturers of consumer electronics need to broaden their efforts to address the full user experience and avoid focusing on hardware features as they develop tablets for the market. Consumers have shown that they are much more concerned with usability and software that is well designed for use with a multitouch tablet environment than they are with hardware features. Manufacturers should avoid products designed on existing mainstream operating systems that are ill suited for use on a multitouch system. The adoption and use of multitouch media tablets in addition to smartphones are disruptive to the overall computing industry, including product design centers, software, security and user interface design. With the most commonly used consumer devices driven by simple user interfaces with touch controls and instant-on capabilities, the pressure on the traditional personal computing market to move away from mouse-and-keyboard-centric designs will increase. PC manufacturers will increase experimentation with controls, such as gesture and voice, in addition to multitouch. Media tablets, in conjunction with smartphones and cloud-based services, have the potential to fundamentally change personal computer use models in the longer term. This impact extends beyond the user interface to application design and product design, with increased expectations for additional performance and a more appealing industrial design aligned with consumer aesthetics.
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Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Apple; Dell; Lenovo; Motorola; Samsung



Virtual Assistants

Analysis By: Johan Jacobs Definition: A virtual assistant (VA) is a conversational, computer-generated character that simulates a conversation to deliver voice- or text-based information to a user via a Web, kiosk or mobile interface. A VA incorporates natural-language processing, dialogue control, domain knowledge (for example, about a company's products on a website) and a visual appearance (such as photos or animation) that changes according to the content of the dialogue. The primary interaction methods are text-to-text, text-to-speech, speech-to-text and speech-to-speech. Search is often intent-based, with semantic understanding. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The evaluation criteria for the VA has changed following the publication of "Key Considerations for Virtual Assistant Selection." In 2010, the VA was just seen as one single entity. In the published research, five different generations of VAs have been identified. VA has been repositioned earlier in the Hype Cycle to reflect the fact that Generations 4 and 5 are the most sought after by customers, but are the least mature. Computer-generated characters have limited ability to maintain an interesting dialogue with users; they need a well-structured and extensive knowledge management engine to become efficient, self-service productivity tools. As organizational knowledge engines become increasingly wellstructured and intelligent, self-service deployments relying on this source for knowledge are increasing. VAs in service, sales and education is starting to be adopted, with deployment from some Fortune 1000 companies. End-user acceptance of VAs, driven mainly by their larger presence, is becoming less of a challenge than it was a few years ago. Growth in the art of image rendering has also seen increasingly sophisticated humanlike forms take over from the cartoon-type characters associated with Generation 1 and Generation 2 VAs. Generation 4 VAs are more easily accepted by many users, as opposed to the Generation 1 VA depictions as cartoon-based characters. The organizations that successfully deploy VAs often support implementation through the use of artificial-intelligence engines that assist natural-language dialogues. Generation 1 VAs were stationary, with little visual appeal. Generation 2 VAs brought animation and generated customer interest. Generation 3 VAs look like humans and have excellent visual appeal, with responses to questions becoming increasingly accurate. Generation 4 VAs not only look human, but also are embedded with speech and text interactions. The Generation 5 VAs, which are just emerging, have excellent humanlike image qualities, are able to understand multiple questions and have highly developed natural-language support. Generation 1 through Generation 3 VAs are mature, but the technologies for Generation 4 and, especially, for Generation 5 are emerging. User Advice: To use VAs successfully in customer service, focus the VA on one specific area, and do not apply the VA to all of your organization's products and services. Use VAs to differentiate your website and increase the number of self-service channels available to your target market. Support VAs with a strong knowledge management engine for self-service to create meaningful and productive interaction, and focus on delivering a similar experience in this
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and other self-service channels. In addition, support VAs through invisible Web chat agents, once the knowledge delivery of the VAs drops below an 85% relevance-of-response rate. Business Impact: Effective use of a VA can divert customer interactions away from an expensive phone channel to a less expensive, self-service channel. The use of a VA that is voiceenabled in a kiosk or an automated teller machine can alleviate the need for typed interventions, and can assist in creating an interesting interaction for a nontraditional audience. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Alicebot; Anboto; Artificial Solutions; Cantoche; Creative Virtual; eGain; Icogno; Umanify Recommended Reading: "Self-Service and Live Agents Work Together" "Gartner's Strategic CRM Framework for Web Customer Service, 2011"



In-Memory Database Management Systems

Analysis By: Donald Feinberg; Roxane Edjlali Definition: An in-memory database management system (IMDBMS) is a DBMS that stores the entire database structure in memory and accesses the database directly, without the use of input/output instructions, allowing the applications to run completely in-memory. This should not be confused with a caching mechanism, which stores disk blocks in memory cache for speed. All application transactions take place in-memory, without the use of traditional disk or disk substitutes such as solid-state disk (SSD) or flash. Access to the database is through direct memory access and without the use of a disk controller. We do allow for logging to disk, as well as transaction results written to disk for persistence when required. IMDBMSs are available in both row-based and column-based models. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: IMDBMSs have been around for many years (for example, solidDB and TimesTen, owned today by IBM and Oracle respectively), but most available now are new within the past two or three years. New offerings continue to come to market in 2011, such as SAP's High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA) using the SAP InMemory Computing Engine (ICE), while others (such as VoltDB and Sybase ASE) were new in 2010. Placement on the Hype Cycle is difficult, because several IMDBMSs are mature but many (including ICE) are new and untested; we have, therefore, moved the position only slightly from the previous year. The mature IMDBMSs — such as solidDB, StreamBase and TimesTen — were originally developed for high-speed processing of streaming data for applications such as fraud detection, with the data then written to a standard DBMS for further processing. Newer column-store IMDBMSs, such as Exasol or SAP ICE, are dedicated for in-memory analytical use cases. During the past year, hardware systems have become available at reasonable prices with very large amounts of memory — some greater than 3TB. As these systems become more widely available, larger, more mature and lower priced, the speed of adoption will increase. Some of these IMDBMSs have produced simulated Transaction Processing Performance Council Benchmark C (TPC-C) benchmarks of greater than nine million transactions per second (TPS), compared to the leaders in traditional disk-based systems of 400,000 TPS.
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The primary inhibitor to adoption is the perceived risk involved with memory failures and lack of reliable high-availability solutions, disaster recovery, and sufficiently fast backup and recovery techniques. As this functionality is added, becomes generally available, and matures, this inhibitor will (over time) decrease in importance. User Advice: Continue to use IMDBMS as a DBMS for temporary storage of streaming data where real-time analysis is necessary, followed by persistence in a disk-based DBMS. For the next several years, IMDBMS can be used for online transaction processing (OLTP) with the understanding that extra care must be exercised to assure a high-performance environment and logging to a persistent store, such as disk or SSD. IMDBMS for analytic acceleration (available now) is an effective means to achieve increased performance. The single most important advancement will come as IMDBMS matures as a column-store, combined OLTP and online analytical processing model as a basis for new, previously unavailable applications; taking advantage of real-time data availability, with IMDBMS for increased performance and reduced maintenance. Organizations should evaluate the business innovation opportunities from new IMDBMSs as they mature — to address OLTP and real-time analytical use cases. Business Impact: Once these IMDBMSs become mature and proven — especially for reliability and fault-tolerance — and as the price of memory continues to decrease, the potential to the business is transformational. First, these systems utilize hardware systems that require far less power (as low as 1% of the power of an equivalent disk-based system, according to several hardware vendors) and cooling — leading to huge cost savings. Also, the high performance implies that smaller systems will do the same work as much larger servers, again with major cost savings. However, cost is not the only benefit, as shown by some of the new models — such as the column-store IMDBMS announced by SAP in May 2010. This model has the potential for a combined OLTP and data warehouse (DW) single database model. Using an in-memory columnstore DBMS for both, will enable an entire set of new applications that were not possible in the past due to the latency of data moving from the OLTP system to the DW. Also, the speed of the IMDBMS for analytics has the potential to simplify the DW model, removing aggregates, summaries and cubes while reducing maintenance on the DW. This will enable real-time analytics for planning systems, inventory control and many other pattern-based applications requiring realtime access to data from OLTP applications in the DW. This not only reduces the duplication of data between the OLTP systems and the DW — saving on data integration and storage — but also reduces the maintenance on multiple database models. IMDBMSs have the potential to change the way we think about, and design, databases and the necessary infrastructure to support them. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Exabyte Corp.; Exasol; IBM; McObject; Oracle; SAP; StreamBase Systems; Sybase; VoltDB
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Recommended Reading: "SAP Launches BusinessObjects 4.0" "Cool Vendors in Data Management and Integration, 2011" "Cool Vendors in Open-Source Software, 2011" "SAP SAPPHIRE NOW, 2010: Plenty of Innovation, but Potential Disruption Too"



Sliding Into the Trough

Gesture Recognition

Analysis By: Stephen Prentice Definition: Gesture recognition involves determining the movement of a user's fingers, hands, arms, head or body in three dimensions through the use of a camera or via a device with embedded sensors that may be worn, held or body-mounted. The most visible and easily accessible example is the Microsoft Kinect gaming controller, but a growing number of alternatives are now becoming available. In some cases (for example, gaming controllers such as the Nintendo Wii Balance Board or the Microsoft skateboard controller), weight distribution is being added to supplement the data available. A more limited subset of gesture recognition (in 2D only) has become common with the recent development of multitouch interfaces (such as the Apple iPhone or Microsoft Surface), in which multiple finger touches — pinch and squeeze, flicks, and swipe-type gestures — are used to provide a richer and more intuitive touch-based interface. With the growing familiarity and availability of this style of interface, the term "natural user interface" is coming into common usage to describe these interface systems. This acknowledges the lack of any intermediate devices between the user and the system, although both Nintendo and Sony use a wand type of device to better interpret movement. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The commercialization of gesture interfaces began with handheld devices that detect motion, such as the Nintendo Wii's 3D controller, 3D mice and high-end mobile phones with accelerometers. Camera-based systems are now entering the market strongly. The decision by Microsoft to make an SDK readily available for its Kinect gaming controller provided a huge boost for the platform, opening the way to a wide range of potential applications in multiple areas, including business and healthcare, as well as gaming. Microsoft Kinect combines camera-based full-body gesture and movement recognition with face and voice recognition to provide a rich interface. Such composite interfaces are likely to become more commonplace, especially in the consumer environment, and a sustained period of competitive feature enhancement looks likely between Nintendo, Sony and Microsoft, leading to everimproving capabilities, including improved facial recognition and greater resolution. The inclusion of these capabilities onto increasingly powerful handheld devices and mobile platforms offers interesting possibilities, which will drive further developments in areas such as augmented reality. Gesture recognition involves the effective use of a variety of input devices (to provide either 2D movements or full 3D information) and considerable data processing — to recreate wire frame models of body positions and vector-based dynamics (for speed and direction of movement), followed by the interpretation of these gestures into meaningful commands to an application. The conceptual design of a user interface based on gestures is a considerable task — both from a technical standpoint and from a cultural and anthropological perspective, especially in a global market where cultural sensitivity must be taken into account. Nevertheless, this is an area that is attracting considerable interest from researchers, and the ability to create mashup-style interfaces from readily available components makes experimentation accessible. The SixthSense project at
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MIT is a good example, linking the use of gesture recognition with augmented reality to explore a new generation of interactions. While the benefits of gestural interfaces in gaming applications are clear, the creation of intuitive and logical natural user interfaces for business applications will take many years. The logical mapping of intuitive and standardized gestures into meaningful commands with which to control a business application is a significant challenge. The rapid adoption of media tablet devices and the continuing growth of smartphones have significantly increased the use of multitouch-based interfaces during the past 12 months. The establishment of well-understood "standard" touch gestures is now spilling over to larger devices, and a number of developers are creating solutions designed for a variety of platforms from handheld devices to large wall-mounted displays. For example, business-oriented solutions (such as those from iNUI Studio) are already appearing and are targeted at specific vertical business markets, using camera-based gesture recognition as part of portfolios of natural user interface solutions for handheld devices and wall-mounted displays. We anticipate the following: With high-profile launches in the gaming market, gesture recognition remains close to the peak on the Hype Cycle; the growing availability of options advances it from "emerging" to "adolescent" in terms of maturity. While mainstream adoption in gaming will happen fairly quickly (less than five years), the time to plateau in the enterprise space will be considerably longer. User Advice: Gesture recognition is just one element of a collection of technologies (including voice recognition, location awareness, 3D displays and augmented reality) that combine well to reinvent human-computer interaction. Enterprises should: Evaluate handheld and camera-based gesture recognition for potential business applications involving controlling screen displays from a distance. Consider businessoriented toolkits, as well as those targeted at the gaming sector. Consider how these may be combined with location-based information and augmentedreality displays. Look carefully at developments in the gaming sector; these will form the basis for a variety of early prototypes for business applications. Even the simplest use of gesture, movement or touch can be introduced to existing products (especially in the handheld space) to enhance the user experience. Even almost novelty items (such as the Kymera Magic Wand, which can control devices at a distance with learned infrared commands — www.thewandcompany.com) can create engaging user experiences in an otherwise keyboard-dominated world. Business Impact: The primary application for gestural interfaces at present remains the gaming and home entertainment market. However, the potential of hands-free control of devices and the ability for several people to interact with large datasets are opening up a wide range of business applications — including data visualization and analytics, design, retail, teaching, and medical investigation and therapy. As computing power moves from a single device to an "on-demand" resource, the ability to interact and control without physical contact frees the user and opens up a range of intuitive interaction opportunities, including the ability to control devices and large screens from a distance.
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Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: 3DV Systems; eyeSight; GestureTek; Gyration; iNUI Studio; Microsoft; Nintendo; Oblong; PrimeSense; SoftKinetic; Sony



Machine-to-Machine Communication Services

Analysis By: Tina Tian; Nick Jones; Leif-Olof Wallin Definition: Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications is a business concept used for automated data transmission and measurement between mechanical or electronic devices. The three key components of an M2M system are: Field-deployed wireless devices with embedded sensors or RFID. Wireless communication network (including cellular communication, Wi-Fi, ZigBee and WiMAX). A back-end network that interprets data and makes decisions. The key characteristics of M2M are as follows: Applications are data-centric. Some M2M applications may support limited voice functionality, but data (rather than voice) is the primary purpose of the application. Connected devices exclude general-purpose computing equipment like laptops or notebooks with cellular data cards. M2M applications don't have a general-purpose user interface (UI), but might adopt a special-purpose UI. The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) also refers to M2M as machine-type communication (MTC), which is a form of data communication that involves one or more entities that do not need human interaction. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Major technologies that support M2M systems have been available for over a decade. However, the industry began to show an increasing interest from 2008 as falling costs, improved network capabilities and new commercial options made M2M more widely available. M2M services are currently provided via three models: M2M service providers: including mobile virtual network operators and companies associated with an operator — who can piggyback on the operator's roaming agreements (for example, Wyless, Kore Telematics and Jasper Wireless). Communications service providers (CSPs): some CSPs, such as Orange in Europe and AT&T in North America, have supplied M2M services for several years, but have not publicized them widely. However, CSPs are now marketing M2M more vigorously and those that haven't had a strong M2M presence are treating it more seriously by increasing marketing, or creating dedicated M2M divisions (for example, T-Mobile, Telenor and Vodafone).
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More organizations with different M2M strengths are combining to enter the market. In 2009, for example, Qualcomm and Verizon entered M2M together, while Jasper Wireless signed an agreement with AT&T to support M2M devices created jointly. All three models will be viable, and can be customized to meet M2M requirements currently awaiting verification. Besides the model mentioned above, there are companies with certain skills in strategy and rollout that can manage the daunting value-chain to implement M2M solutions. Examples of such companies are: Ventyx, an ABB Company; Walsh Vision, which rolled out an M2M-based pay-asyou-drive insurance solution; Capgemini, which is a leader in smart grid and advanced metering infrastructure solutions; and Integron, which is a logistics and integration partner for M2M solutions. There is also progress toward M2M in emerging markets. Russia's leading CSP, Vimpelcom, announced a partnership with Jasper Wireless and joined the M2M community (of AT&T, KPN, Telcel, Rogers and Jasper Wireless) in 2009. The government of China, meanwhile, has announced its intention to put M2M into its 12th Five-Year Plan (from 2011 to 2015) as a major development and investment focus. The key factors that impact M2M's adoption come mostly from the business side; for example, mobile CSPs' services, regulatory issues, business models and application development. Uncertainty about these issues has made enterprises cautious about adopting M2M. Crossindustry collaboration will increase, eventually speeding up market development. Wireless access is one of the many important links in an M2M deployment chain. CSPs have to be well positioned for their role in the M2M market, based on the evaluation of their own strengths — in terms of multinational network coverage, application development skill and IT management ability — plus their choice of a suitable business model and partner. CSPs also have to be in a position to sell a series of new data plans (that accommodate an M2M solution's business requirements) as well as providing some form of second- or third-tier support. These demands are being placed on a carrier whose core expertise lies in providing mass-market generic voice and data services to consumers. One of the key technology factors that may affect M2M deployment is mobile network supporting capability. Early M2M services were smart meters, and e-health monitors are expected to be widely used in the future. In Release 10, 3GPP has been working on the study of M2M to enhance the network system to better support MTC applications. 3GPP's TS 22.368 specification describes common and specific service requirements for MTC. The main functionality specified in 3GPP Release 10 are overload and congestion control. Other MTC features will continue to be investigated in Release 11 by architecture, core network and RAN workgroups. End-to-end realtime security will also become an important factor when more critical vertical applications are brought in cellular networks. Another key factor from the technology side that may impact M2M mass deployment is standardization. Parts of the key M2M technology components — such as RFID, location awareness, short-range communication and mobile communication — have been in the market for quite a long time. However, there remains a lack of the standardization necessary to put the pieces of the puzzle together to make M2M cost-effective and easy to deploy, and to allow this market to take off. M2M standardization may involve many technologies (like Efficient XML Interchange Standard [EXI], Constrained Application Protocol [CoAP] and IPv6/6LoWPAN [IPv6 over Low-power Wireless Personal Area Networks]) and stakeholders (including CSPs, RFID makers, telecom network equipment vendors and terminal providers). The European Telecommunications Standards Institute currently has a group working on the definition, smart metering use cases, functional architecture and service requirements for M2M.
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User Advice: As M2M grows in importance, regulators should pay more attention to standards, prices, terms and conditions. For example, the difficulty of changing operators during the life of equipment with embedded M2M might be seen by regulators as a potential monopoly. Regulators in France and Spain already require operators to report on M2M connections, and we expect to see increased regulatory interest elsewhere. For the end user, the M2M market is very fragmented. A number of suppliers will offer monitoring services, hardware development, wireless access services and hardware interface design and other functions to the user. As a result, an M2M customer has to do a lot of work to integrate the many vendors' offerings, on top of which, business processes may need redefining. M2M will speed up IT/operational technology alignment and convergence, as IT and communication solutions will come closer to users' operation and control through M2M. An enterprise's M2M technology strategy needs to consider the following issues: Scope of deployment System integration method Hardware budget Application development and implementation Wireless service options Wireless access costs Business Impact: M2M communications bring many benefits to its users, government and CSPs. It will dramatically improve the efficiency of device and machine management. It is expected to be the enabler for many smart initiatives that fall under the smart city umbrella. For example, smart grid with connected smart grid sensors, to monitor the distribution network in realtime; and smart transportation with embedded telematics devices in cars to track and control the traffic. It will also connect billions of devices and machines; causing further transformation of communications networks. Benefit Rating: Transformational Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Alcatel-Lucent; AT&T; France Telecom; Freescale Semiconductor; Qualcomm; Telenor; Verizon; Vodafone; Wavecom Recommended Reading: "The Shifting Sands of the Cellular Machine-to-Machine Market" "The M2M Market Evolution: Growth Attracts Everyone" "Technology Overview: Mobile M2M Network in Japan" "nPhase Alliance With Carriers Simplifies Global M2M Deployment" "IT and Operational Technology: Convergence, Alignment and Integration"



Mesh Networks: Sensor

Analysis By: Nick Jones
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Definition: Sensor networks are formed by dynamic meshes of peer nodes, each of which includes simple networking, computing and sensing capabilities. Some implementations offer lowpower operation and multiyear battery life. Sensor networks are typically self-organizing using distributed routing algorithms and are capable of ad hoc operation with nodes joining and leaving dynamically. We use the term "sensor network" to mean an entire system, consisting of multiple sensors connected in a mesh network. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Small-to-midsize implementations (that is, tens to hundreds of nodes) are being deployed using technology from several vendors for applications such as remote sensing, environmental monitoring and building management/automation. The market is commercially and technologically fragmented, and topics such as middleware and power-efficient routing are still areas of active academic research. Some vendors use proprietary protocols; however, groups such as 6LoWPAN are making sensor environments more accessible and standardized by extending mainstream Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) networking to sensor nodes. Some vendors have adopted the ZigBee standard as a radio frequency bearer; some vendors use proprietary systems; and other vendors have formed industry alliances around technologies for specific applications (for example, Z-Wave for home automation and WirelessHart for industrial applications). The new, low-energy Bluetooth standard will gain some traction for simple personal area sensor networks. The market potential is enormous (and long-term scenarios of tens of billions of installed units are likely); however, the slow adoption rate means it will take decades to ramp up. User Advice: Organizations looking for low-cost sensing and robust self-organizing networks with small data transmission volumes should explore sensor networking. Because it is an immature technology and market, vendor and equipment decisions could become obsolete relatively rapidly (perhaps in less than three years); therefore, this area should be viewed as a tactical investment. Despite these challenges, there have been successful early deployments in such areas as building automation, agricultural sensing, automated meter reading and industrial sensing. Business Impact: This technology will affect a wide range of business areas, including low-cost industrial sensing and networking; low-cost, zero-management networking; resilient networking; military sensing; product tagging; healthcare; building automation; infrastructure monitoring (e.g., railways or bridges); home automation; and environmental management. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Cisco; Dust Networks; Ember; Intel; Memsic; Millennial Net; Sigma Designs



Cloud/Web Platforms

Analysis By: Gene Phifer; David Mitchell Smith Definition: "Cloud/Web platforms use Web technologies to provide programmatic access to functionality on the Web, including capabilities enabled not only by technology, but also by community and business aspects. This includes, but is not limited to, storage and computing power. We use the terms "Web platform" and "cloud platform" interchangeably, as well as the merged term "Web/cloud platforms." They have ecosystems similar to traditional platforms, but the concept has emerged as a result of market and technology changes collectively known as "Web 2.0." These platforms will serve as broad, general-purpose platforms, but, more specifically,
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they will support business flexibility and speed requirements by exploiting new and enhanced forms of application development and delivery. Web platforms reuse many of the capabilities and technologies that have been accessible on websites for more than a decade through browsers by adding programmatic access to the underlying global-class capabilities. Reuse is occurring via Web services, and is being delivered via Web-oriented architecture (WOA) interfaces, such as representational state transfer (REST), plain old XML (POX) and Really Simple Syndication (RSS). In addition to the capabilities of Web 2.0, these platforms provide programmatic access to cloud computing capabilities. The public API phenomenon has taken WOA beyond consumer markets (e.g., Twitter) into enterprise B2B integration. The cloud/Web platform term is not the same as platform as a service (PaaS). PaaS, according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), refers to the middleware layer in cloud architectures. The cloud/Web platform is broader and employs a more accurate use of the term platform (as a relative term, see "NIST and Gartner Cloud Approaches Are More Similar Than Different") and can span all layers of cloud architecture. Our use of the term cloud/Web platform predates the PaaS term and current cloud terminology, but is not inconsistent with it. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The use of Web/cloud platforms is happening first in consumer markets. As further adoption of all the cloud service layers increases, use and maturity will evolve. Enterprise use of Web-based capabilities, such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) and Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2), has begun as well. User Advice: Web platforms and related phenomena have affected consumer markets, but enterprises should evaluate the growing space as an appropriate extension to internal computing capabilities. The use of Web platforms will drive WOA, which enterprises should adopt, where appropriate, along with simple interfaces, such as REST, POX and RSS (wherever possible), to exploit the interoperability, reach and real-time agility of the Internet. Business Impact: Web platforms can be leveraged as part of business solutions, and will form much of the basis for the next generation of interest in the virtual enterprise. Web platforms can decrease barriers to entry, and can deliver substantial value for small and midsize businesses that cannot afford to build and maintain capabilities and infrastructures. Examples include Amazon Web Services (including S3 and EC2), salesforce.com's Force.com, Google's App Engine and Microsoft Azure Services Platform. Note that the term "Web/cloud platform" is broader than, and includes multiple layers in, cloud computing terminology (e.g., infrastructure as a service [IaaS], PaaS and software as a service [SaaS]), and the use of the term "platform" is different from the term "PaaS." Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Amazon.com; Google; Microsoft; salesforce.com Recommended Reading: "Web Platforms Are Coming to an Enterprise Near You" "NIST and Gartner Cloud Approaches Are More Similar Than Different"



Hosted Virtual Desktops

Analysis By: Mark A. Margevicius; Ronni J. Colville; Terrence Cosgrove Definition: A hosted virtual desktop (HVD) is a full, thick-client user environment, which is run as a virtual machine (VM) on a server and accessed remotely. HVD implementations comprise
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server virtualization software to host desktop software (as a server workload), brokering/session management software to connect users to their desktop environment, and tools for managing the provisioning and maintenance (e.g., updates and patches) of the virtual desktop software stack. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: An HVD involves the use of server virtualization to support the disaggregation of a thick-client desktop stack that can be accessed remotely by its user. By combining server virtualization software with a brokering/session manager that connects users to their desktop instances (that is, the operating system, applications and data), enterprises can centralize and secure user data and applications, and manage personalized desktop instances centrally. Because only the presentation layer is sent to the accessing device, a thinclient terminal can be used. For most early adopters, the appeal of HVDs has been the ability to "thin" the accessing device without significant re-engineering at the application level (as is usually required for server-based computing) . While customers implementing HVDs cite many reasons for deployments, three important factors that have contributed to the increase in focus on HVD: the desire to implement new client computing capabilities in conjunction with Windows 7 migrations, the desire for device choice (in particular, iPad use), and the uptick in adoption of virtualization in data centers, where this is now more capacity for virtualized systems and greater experience in the required skills. Additionally, during the past few years, adoption of virtual infrastructures in enterprise data centers has increased (up from 10% to 20% to about 40% to 70%). With this increase comes both a level of maturity and an understanding of how to better utilize the technology. This awareness helps with implementations of HVD where both desktop engineers and data center administrators come together for a combined effort. Early adoption was hindered by several factors, one main one being licensing compliance issues for the Windows client operating system, but that has been resolved through Microsoft's Windows Virtual Desktop Access (VDA) licensing offerings. Even with Microsoft's reduced license costs for Windows OS (offered in mid-2010, by adding it to Software Assurance), enabling an HVD image to be accessed from a primary and a secondary device for a single license fee, other technical issues have hindered mainstream adoption. Improvements in the complexity of brokering software and remote-access protocols will continue to occur through 2011, extending the range of desktop user scenarios that HVDs can address; yet, adoption will remain limited to a small percentage of the overall desktop installed base. Since late 2007, HVD deployments have grown steadily, reaching around 6 million at the end of 2010. Because of the constraints previously discussed, broad applicability of HVDs has been limited to specific scenarios, primarily structured-task workers in call centers, and kiosks, trading floors and secure remote access; about 50 million endpoints is still the current target population of the total 700 million desktops. Through the second half of 2011 and into 2012, we expect more-general deployments to begin. Inhibitors to general adoption involve the cost of the data center infrastructure that is required to host the desktop images (servers and storage, in particular) and network constraints. Even with the increased adoption of virtual infrastructure, cost-justifying HVD implementations remains a challenge, because of HVD cost comparisons to those of PCs. Additionally, availability of the skills necessary to manage virtual desktops is also an ongoing challenge. Furthermore, deploying HVDs to mobile/offline users remains a challenge, despite the promises of offline VMs and advanced synchronization technologies. Through 2011, broader manageability of HVD VMs will improve, as techniques to reduce HVD storage volumes lead to new mechanisms for provisioning and managing HVD images by segmenting them into more-isolated components (including operating systems, applications, persistent personalization and data). These subsequent manageability improvements will extend the viability of HVD deployments beyond the structured-task worker community — first to desk-
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based knowledge workers, then to new use cases, such as improved provisioning and deprovisioning, contractors, and offshore developers. HVD marketing has promised to deliver diminishing marginal per-user costs, due to the high level of standardization and automation required for successful implementation; however, this is currently only achievable for persistent users where images remain intact — a small use case of the overall user population. As other virtualization technologies mature (e.g., brokers and persistent personalization), this restraint will be reduced. This creates a business case for organizations that adopt HVDs to expand their deployments, as soon as the technology permits more users to be viably addressed. Enterprises that adopt HVDs aggressively will see later adopters achieve superior results for lower costs, but will also need to migrate to new broker and complementary management software as products mature and standards emerge. This phenomenon is set to further push HVDs into the Trough of Disillusionment in late 2001. User Advice: Unless your organization has an urgent requirement to deploy HVDs immediately for securing your environment or centralizing data management, wait until late 2011 before initiating deployments for broader (mainstream) desktop user scenarios. Through 2011, all organizations should carefully assess the user types for which this technology is best-suited, with broader deployments happening through 2012. Clients that make strategic HVD investments now will gradually build institutional knowledge. These investments will allow them to refine technical architecture and organizational processes, and to grow internal IT staff expertise before IT is excepted to support the technology on a larger scale through 2015. You will need to balance the benefits of centralized management with the additional overhead of the infrastructure and resource costs. Customers should recognize that HVDs may resolve some management issues, but they will not become panaceas for unmanaged desktops. In most cases, promised reductions in total cost of ownership will not be significant and will require initial capital expenditures to achieve. The best-case scenario for HVDs continues to be for securing and centralizing data management or for structured task users. Organizations must optimize desktop processes, IT staff responsibilities and best practices to fit HVDs, just as organizations did with traditional PCs. Leverage desktop management processes for lessons learned. The range of users and applications that can be viably addressed through HVDs will grow steadily through 2011. Although the user population is narrow, it will eventually include mobile/offline users as well. Organizations that deploy HVDs should plan for growing viability across their user populations, but they should be wary of rolling out deployments too quickly. Diligence should be employed in testing to ensure a good fit of HVD capabilities with management infrastructure and processes, and integration with newer management techniques (such as application virtualization and software streaming). Visibility into future product road maps from suppliers is essential. Business Impact: HVDs provide mechanisms for centralizing a thick-client desktop PC without re-engineering each application for centralized execution. This appeals to enterprises on the basis of manageability and data security. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Citrix Systems; NEC; Parallels; Quest Software; Red Hat; VMware



Virtual Worlds

Analysis By: Stephen Prentice
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Definition: A virtual world is an online networked virtual environment in which participants are immersed in a 3D representation of a virtual space and interact with other participants and the environment through an avatar (a representation of themselves in the virtual space). Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Although the publicity and hype that surrounded virtual worlds over the past few years have dissipated, growth in the user base continues to rise slowly, driven largely by preteen and early-teen users. The concept of virtual worlds as generic social platforms failed to materialize as social websites like Facebook grew explosively and undermined the opportunity. Virtual worlds have continued to grow slowly but only in niche areas, such as virtual worlds focused on children and preteens (for example, Habbo [owned by Sulake], Moshi Monsters, Stardoll and Club Penguin), education, virtual events, and simulation/training. There is strong ongoing interest from public-sector organizations and federal users (in the U.S.), but engagement by private-sector enterprises remains muted outside the specific niches listed above. Building on the success of the product-related virtual environments targeted at children, several advertising/media companies are exploring the use of these environments (such as the "immersive spaces" being developed by Rivers Run Red for a number of clients) for a broader range of consumer goods products. Second Life (owned by Linden Lab) drove the hype in this sector some years ago, and remains a player today — but ongoing management changes and uncertainty over future directions remain. Nevertheless, with its rich tools and relatively uncontrolled environment, Second Life remains a viable option at this point in time for enterprises and educators looking to trial 3D environments for a wide variety of purposes, although training and simulations are still the primary applications. Some vendors (such as nTeams) are using Second Life as a platform to support a specific application. OpenSim offers an open-source alternative platform for those wishing to explore this route. Without a clear audience value proposition across multiple age groups and sectors, early interest in social worlds has declined. The majority of early commercial entrants have now scaled down or closed down their activities as the e-commerce opportunities failed to materialize. In the consumer space, the massive growth in social networking platforms such as Facebook and the rise of addictive browser-based games (such as FarmVille) consume the attention and interest of the potential audience, to the detriment of those operators hoping to create social networking sites built around a 3D immersive environment. The continued growth of gaming environments (that is, massively multiplayer online role-playing games [MMORPGs]) with a strong social and planning element (such as World of Warcraft and Eve Online) has further undermined the less focused social elements of virtual worlds around which original hype developed. User Advice: The value of virtual worlds to enterprise and educational users resides primarily in the ability to deliver a rich and immersive environment for collaboration and interaction. Security issues remain, forcing the focus of attention for many enterprises toward alternative solutions hosted inside the firewall (previously described by Gartner as "private virtual worlds" to distinguish them from the publicly accessible environments like Second Life). Current business conditions continue to encourage enterprises to examine a wide range of alternatives to face-toface meetings and public events, but simpler solutions (such as Web conferencing) appear to be gaining more traction with users. Travel restrictions, natural disasters and cost constraints have created a growing opportunity for virtual events (or, more frequently, hybrid events with both realworld elements and those participating through a virtual environment, which is a specific niche that is gaining credibility and acceptance). Outside this niche, business models and compelling business cases remain problematic, while effective metrics are still under development. Enterprises should avoid heavy investments and focus on delivering clear business value for identified and prioritized needs.
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Enterprises seeking to support existing media or physical products (especially those targeted at preteen and early-teen markets) may find virtual worlds a more immediately useful media channel. However, before making any commitments, they should closely evaluate the demographics and economics of the various hosting options against a measurable business case. Enterprises looking to host online events (either independently or as hybrids in support of conventional "on-site" events) should evaluate the role that virtual worlds can play in this application. Business Impact: In the short term, virtual worlds remain a "sandbox" environment for experimentation in training, community outreach and collaboration, but the buzz has died, and enterprise interest remains static. In the longer term, virtual environments still represent useful media channels to support and engage with communities in an immersive fashion, but they appear unlikely to induce transformational change. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Emerging Sample Vendors: Linden Lab Recommended Reading: "How to Justify Enterprise Investment in Virtual Worlds" "Virtual Worlds: What to Expect in 2009" "Learning Simulations Equip People to Face Crises" "Cool Vendors in Social Software and Collaboration, 2010"



E-Book Readers

Analysis By: Allen Weiner Definition: E-readers are devices that facilitate screen-based reading of books and periodicals. These are devices for which reading is either the sole purpose or among the leading uses. Ereaders today primarily include: Black-and-white e-readers using e-ink technology to offer an experience characterized by a glare-free screen for outdoor viewing and long battery life (up to two months in some cases). Black-and-white e-readers are ideally suited for reading trade fiction and other books that are primarily text-based. The "pearl" e-ink screen, which is used by the Kindle 3, the newest Nook and newest Kobo black-and-white e-readers, is now state of the art, offering a matte finish that is even easier on the eyes than previous screen iterations. Tablet devices, which offer color, allow access to rich media, and support enhanced ebook content as well as newspapers and magazines. Within this category are "e-reader tablets" such as the Nook Color, whose primary function is as an e-reader that also offers applications such as games and productivity tools; and tablets such as the iPad, which are primarily purchased for a variety of applications and content services such as Hulu, Netflix and online music services, but also offer e-books as well as digital newspapers and magazines. Tablets, for now, use an LCD screen that offers a lessthan-optimal experience when reading outdoors and a shorter battery life than blackand-white e-readers.
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Smartphones, such as the iPhone and Android-powered phones, are also considered ereaders whose capabilities are geared more toward shorter reading sessions but offer bright screens for a rich viewing experience. E-readers can access content either while tethered to a PC or via wireless using Wi-Fi or 3G access. E-readers of all form factors also offer direct access to a marketplace of books and periodicals although not all marketplace content is suited for all readers. The all new black-and-white Nook does not allow consumers to download color periodicals to the device, as they will not function properly. Black-and-white e-readers primarily support content in the .ePub format, except for the Amazon Kindle, which uses a proprietary form of .mobi, although Amazon has announced it will provide support for .ePub in late 2011. Black-and-white e-readers also offer support of .PDF documents, although capabilities vary from device to device. Tablets and smartphones support .ePub and most .PDF documents, but enhanced ebooks and periodicals are created using tools specific to the devices' OS — iOs, Android, webOS and so on. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The justifications for current positioning include: A rapid increase in the sales of e-books, which now comprise up to 15% of all revenue of U.S. publishers, and 5% to 8% of revenue from European publishers, despite limited distribution of black-and-white e-reader devices. Retail cost dropping to $139 for Pearl screen black-and-white e-readers and even less for first generation black-and-white devices. Sales of the two top e-readers in the U.S. Amazon Kindle and Barnes & Noble's family of Nooks. (Neither company will release sales figures.) An increase in the number of newspaper and magazine content applications available for tablets. The emergence of enhanced e-books and platforms, such as Byook and Push Pop Press, creating platforms for new e-book apps suited for tablets. The slow development of markets outside the U.S. in terms of an increase in the amount of content being digitized for e-reading as well as the gradual distribution of the Sony family of e-readers, Amazon Kindle and Kobo e-reader in markets such as the U.K., Australia and Italy. Many non-U.S. markets also feature black-and-white readers from contract manufacturers such as Hanvon (China). During the next year, a number of developments will impact the placement of e-readers on future Hype Cycles: Screen technology development, which will come from non-e-ink technologies, such as Samsung/Liquavista, mirasol (Qualcomm), as well as from LCD screen manufacturers improving on the visual acuity of color screens. Also, the e-ink Triton color technology could reach the market within the next year. New color screens, produced in large quantities, will impact the sales of black-and-white e-readers, dropping even the most advanced of the lot to near commodity pricing. New entrants into the tablet market that will come close to giving Apple a challenge for marketplace dominance also could drop prices and increase choices to content-consuming customers. An increase in the digitization of books, especially backlist and out-of-print titles. An increase in the depth and breadth of content will appeal to the e-reading consumer.
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Settlement of the lawsuits against Google also will open up additional titles for digital consumption. Advances in the development of engaging magazine and newspaper content applications will round out content offerings across the reading landscape. User Advice: Publishers who have not bought in to e-reading or begun formulating a plan to digitize content for a variety of devices are woefully behind the curve as a large and growing market of consumers already exists who want to read on formats other than paper. With a growing number of providers able to handle all aspects of the value chain from digitization and application design to distribution, laggards should get moving — quickly. Consumer electronics manufacturers will need to eye the e-reading device opportunity with some circumspection to find a niche that's not a "me too" or doomed to die at the hands of Apple. Features such as improved color screen display and transparent incorporation of social sharing are a few areas that could yield consumer interest. Publishing service providers will dictate the speed at which e-reading accelerates. The developments of compelling content applications along with greater choice of book/newspaper/magazine content are factors that will drive device futures. The pace at which service providers innovate in content areas will be a measure of how quickly e-reading in general moves up the Hype Cycle. Business Impact: If you are in the publishing business as a content owner, publisher or distributor, or in an adjacent area such as advertising, you are impacted by the future trajectory of e-readers. The same goes for anyone in the digital value chain supporting content for e-readers, as well as device manufacturers that not only want to provide the screens but also the content marketplaces to feed device owners. E-readers are fundamentally altering the business model and supply chain for all forms of printed content, eliminating inventory considerations, creating new approaches to the promotion, design, and production of published content, and putting brick-and-mortar bookstores at risk. Tower Records and Blockbuster tell cautionary tales of the impact of digital distribution on content retailers, as Internet giants like Google, Amazon, and Apple move to reconfigure the publishing value chain. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: Amazon.com; Fujitsu; Motorola; Plastic Logic; Samsung; Sony



Climbing the Slope

Consumerization

Analysis By: Tom Austin Definition: Consumerization is the specific impact that consumer-originated technologies can have on enterprises. It reflects how enterprises will be affected by, and can take advantage of, new technologies and models that originate and develop in the consumer space, rather than in the enterprise IT sector. Consumerization is not a strategy or something to be "adopted." Consumerization can be embraced and it must be dealt with, but it cannot be stopped.
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Consumerization drives and inspires new enterprise governance models that redefine the split of responsibilities between consumers and providers, among associates in the enterprise (consumers of services from the IT organization) and the IT organization. There will continue to be many critical areas where the IT organization, acting on behalf of the enterprise, assumes responsibility for what is done with information and IT. However, there is increasing awareness that, in many cases, individuals and non-IT organizations are assuming (and should assume) ever-increasing levels of responsibility for some aspects of IT. There are some places where the enterprise IT organization should take responsibility, and other places where users should take responsibility. Asserting that either should control 100% is naive in most cases. The single best example of consumerization is the fact that most enterprises, at least tacitly, allow many individuals to use untested information sources and applications available from the Internet. Most enterprises only "blacklist" a small subset of content from the Web. Some of this use is for business reasons: Salespeople searching for information on a new prospect they have been assigned Marketing people exploring attitudes of key influencers in social media Engineers and product managers seeking user opinions about competitive products Security officers seeking additional information on potential security exploits Finance staff seeking to better understand relevant financial trends as due diligence This is not limited to generalized or specialized searches for information. People are also exploiting externally available business applications. For example, board members using external electronic deal rooms to evaluate potential merger and acquisition opportunities and threats, and programmers in the IT department jumping outside approved processes to use salesforce.com (and other cloud-based platforms) to prototype or build lightweight applications for someone in the business. The forces of consumerization are as applicable to individuals within the IT organization as anyone else. Some of this use of consumerization is for personal reasons: for example, checking a personal calendar for after-work commitments or looking at personal emails or a Facebook page. IT pervades a broad range of normal activities — from task-related through professional, personal, social and familial activities, including serving as a pseudoautomatic adjunct facilitating communications, sharing, socializing, finding a restaurant or a date, and links to an upcoming business contact's associates. Therefore, the need to separate business and personal activities must be defined by the individual's job responsibilities, his or her enterprise's code of conduct, the person's sense of duty to his or her employer, and the likelihood that the enterprise would allow the employee to receive and make personal phone calls while "on the job." Many (not all) employees qualify for personal use. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: At some level, there are already consumerization effects in place in the vast majority of enterprises. However, few organizations have comprehensive policies that deal systematically with different aspects of consumerization. For that reason, we rate the market penetration of consumerization at only 5% to 20%. A majority of employees in our target enterprise population already have relatively unfettered access to a broad (and unvetted) range of Internet-based information and applications. Most enterprises block socially unacceptable sites, but this blacklisting is far different from the blanket Internet blockages that were fashionable at the dawn of the Internet era. Other examples of
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consumerization are still in an emerging phase — for example, "bring your own computer" (to work) and employee self-provisioning of mobile (cellular) phones. More importantly, a governance model that actively embraces consumerization has not been clearly articulated and broadly defined in most organizations. Tacit behavior (what is allowed) says that some forms of consumerization are already spreading (and growing) across many venues. Explicit governance models, with clear definitions and a separation of responsibilities, are clearly lacking. The void is caused by inertia; it is easier to take a passive stand toward consumerization, even while tacitly allowing it. The void is also caused by specific concerns around risk factors, such as security, privacy, intellectual property protection, industry regulation, work rules, contingent liabilities and legal discovery proceedings. These risks cannot be completely controlled, and certainly are not controlled when employees are tacitly allowed to act with discretion and exploit consumerization. In addition, most of the "personal content" associated with many of the Internet information sources and applications "boggles the minds" of professionals who have spent their careers trying to ensure data cleanliness, provide a "single version of the truth," reduce data redundancy and otherwise employ good data hygiene principles. IT usually does big projects well. The risk factors cited are important to the enterprise. Managing large-scale projects, the related processes, risks and concerns are all in the domain of the IT organization. However, IT organizations are not conceptually designed, chartered, funded or expected to be as "responsive" as the diversity of the Internet (and consumer markets). More and more use of IT is being regulated by end users, because more use of IT is creative, volitional, collaborative, emergent, chaotic and "truly human." There is rarely a "single version of the truth," complete control over intellectual property, guaranteed, locked-down security everywhere, or consistent labeling and tagging. Therefore, the future of IT will be one where, increasingly, content and process will be human-centered and not under the control of IT systems. Moretraditional IT engineering values, while still very important, will no longer be treated as sacrosanct and universally applicable. The tensions this creates have led to an "IT civil war" in some organizations. User Advice: User (and system) segmentation is critical to success. Proceed carefully. Record successes and failures. Create a governance council to evolve the enterprise's consumerization governance model. Involve the business, IT, legal, risk and selected others. Business Impact: Establishing a governance model for consumerization can improve business ROI and the IT organization's ability to do what it does best. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Recommended Reading: "Consumerization Gains Momentum: The IT Civil War" "The Next Big Impact of Consumerization Will Be Consumer Editions of Windows" "Using Consumer Versions of Windows in the Enterprise" "Hype Cycle for Web and User Interaction Technologies, 2009"
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QR/Color Code

Analysis By: Pete Basiliere; Tomoko Mitani; Sandy Shen Definition: Quick response (QR) and color codes are high-density, two-dimensional bar codes that are readable by mobile phones and computer cameras with the correct software. Color codes enable the same physical space to encode more information by incorporating color in any pattern or shape, such as a logo, that attracts attention. Users capture the mono or color image, which, after decoding by the device, launches its browser, linking the device to the URL embedded in the code. QR codes may be printed on any substrate. The small, densely packed bar code fits well on printed transaction documents, magazines and direct-mail pieces, as well as clothing, point-ofpurchase displays, packaging, buses, buildings and business cards. Software that captures QR codes tends to be very efficient and reliable (although users or specific apps report widely varying ease of use and results) and can capture any code in view of the camera, often when it is slightly out of focus or if only part of it is visible. Although the QR code enables the user to link to a URL, the website owner must still provide relevant product information, payment portal, and other content. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Bar code readers have been a standard configuration on midrange to high-end phones in Japan, South Korea and several other developed markets in Asia/Pacific since the 1990s. Use in North America has been inhibited by the current mobile-phone network and the lack of mobile phones with preloaded QR reader software. However, since late 2009, the use of QR codes has grown in North America. Marketing campaigns by a wide range of retailers, restaurants and other organizations are incorporating a QR code. These applications are enabled by freely available software and licensed print subroutines, which integrate with software programs and marketing campaign management software. Bear in mind that for color QR codes the software is not free, and its sales are limited to distributors/partners. Recently, Digimarc's Discover technology has enabled quick-response information to be embedded in photographs and other elements of a printed page or packaging. Based on the company's patented digital watermarking technology, the Digimarc Discover platform integrates digital watermarking, bar code reading and image fingerprinting. Unlike QR/color codes that sit off to the side of the page, taking up valuable space and possibly detracting from the image aesthetics, Discover means marketers and creative artists do not have to give up valuable space in printed advertisements or on product packaging. User Advice: Advice for print service providers (printing companies): Providers that are already printing QR/color codes must continue to implement them on a wider range of paper and packaging materials. Providers new to the technology must investigate the software tools necessary to add QR codes to transactional documents, direct-mail pieces and other marketing collateral. Advice for marketing departments: QR/color codes are more than a link to a Web page. Think through the entire campaign and ideally provide unique landing pages for each application of the QR/color code. While public disclosure of campaign successes will be limited, monitor the spread of QR-enabled mobile devices, observe how your competition is using the technology and begin testing customer reactions to the codes. Business Impact: Relatively advanced in Asia, the use of QR codes is poised to take off in North America once the tipping point — a sufficient number of enabled mobile phones balanced by
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marketing campaigns employing QR codes — is reached. QR codes have the potential, when used in an integrated marketing campaign that leverages their unique capabilities, to drive significant revenue by providing the instantaneous response to user queries that enable calls to action that print cannot offer on its own. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: CodeZ QR; Colorzip; Crawford Technologies; Digimarc; interlinkONE; Nokia; Voncast



Idea Management

Analysis By: Carol Rozwell Definition: Idea management is a structured process of generating, capturing, discussing and improving, organizing, evaluating and prioritizing valuable insight or alternative thinking that would otherwise not have emerged through normal processes. Idea management tools provide: support for communities (in originating and building out promising ideas); administrative support (for capturing ideas and enabling innovation leaders to organize and track ideas); and analytical support (for aggregating, refining, scoring, voting, prioritizing and measuring) for the leaders and participants of innovation or ideation programs. These tools are typically used for focused innovation campaigns or events, but most also enable continuous idea generation. These tools offer a wide array of approaches to idea management, such as running innovation events or campaigns, crowdsourcing (aka idea marketplaces) and creating prediction markets. Most tools allow participation by internal and external participants and support multiple administrators. Vendors offer owned, hosted or software as a service (SaaS) versions of their tools — and often implementation support and consulting services. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Companies in a wide variety of industries use idea management as a way to bolster innovation that drives sales of existing products, creates new opportunities to increase revenue, or radically changes process or cost structure. Industries that emphasize new product development were the earliest adopters of idea management tools. In addition to tools from vendors specifically designed to support innovation management, collaboration platform vendors provide ideation modules for their offerings. The growth in vendors and success stories for idea management drive interest in innovation and confidence in engaging employees, customers and others in idea generation and evaluation. The current landscape is studded with many vendors that offer a common set of functionalities. The Web seems tailor made to enable idea management marketplaces across enterprise ecosystems, and continually provides access to new sources of ideas and innovations. User Advice: Organizations establish innovation programs with a great fanfare, succeed at generating ample ideas, and then have difficulty sustaining the momentum through implementation. Users should address the organizational and cultural issues of innovation management. They should also identify the scope, participants and processes envisioned for idea generation programs before attempting to select an idea management tool. Organizations that plan to use idea management tools as a front end to new product or service development, should also ensure that those tools can be integrated with community, product life cycle and project management tools.
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Organizations that consider idea management as part of an overall collaboration platform, should ensure integration with directory services and other technical and functional features of collaboration. Finally, with the growth and rapid evolution of idea management approaches and technology, organizations should evaluate whether these tools should be internally owned and managed — or whether hosted or SaaS versions are viable options. Business Impact: Idea management tools were initially used to facilitate an online "suggestion box" (adding the advanced synergy, features and functions made possible by the Web), plus events or campaigns implemented under the auspices of innovation programs. Today, these tools are used in broad organizational programs that include internal and external users; full enterprises or individual departments; and organizations looking for product, process or services innovation. Idea management tools can also enable organizations to segregate sources of ideas (such as employee versus customer ideas); separate types of ideas (such as product versus process ideas); and even aggregate multiple ideas into one. The proper handling of ideas is one of the most critical aspects of successful innovation programs; users have a large number of choices and, therefore, the requirement to plan and execute well. Idea management tools also facilitate the process of publicizing campaigns and events (so they get a wide range of participants and input), evaluating and building on the ideas submitted, acknowledging the submissions and archiving valuable information. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: BrainBank; Brightidea; CorasWorks; Idea Champions; Imaginatik; Induct; InnoCentive; Inova Software; Jive Software; Kindling; MindMatters; NewsGator; Qmarkets; salesforce.com; Sopheon; Spigit Recommended Reading: "Roundup of Innovation Management Research, 2011" "Who's Who In Innovation Management Technology" "Toolkit: Drive Innovation Using Business Analogies" "Use Innovation Network Design to Unleash Open Innovation" "A Maturity Model for Innovation Management"



Biometric Authentication Methods

Analysis By: Ant Allan Definition: Biometric authentication methods use biometric characteristics or traits to verify users' claimed identities when accessing devices, networks, networked applications or Web applications (see "Q&A: Biometric Authentication Methods"). Across a wide range of use cases, any biometric authentication method may be used in one of two modes: one-to-one comparison (when the user enters a user ID) or one-to-many search mode (when the user simply presents his or her biometric, with no explicit claim of identity, and the system determines his or her user ID from a range of candidates).
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Some devices embed biometric authentication, which impacts usage and business value. We treat this as a special case — "device-embedded biometric authentication" — with a different position on the IAM Hype Cycle. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Biometric authentication methods embrace a variety of discrete technologies differentiated by the biometric characteristic used and, in some cases, further differentiated by sensor types. In addition, biometric authentication is used in a wide range of use cases, such as for workforce local access (such as login to Windows PCs and networks or downstream applications), external users (such as login to Web applications) and, less often, workforce remote access (such as login to virtual private networks [VPNs]), each of which makes different demands. The position and time to plateau of this technology represent the optimal cases; individual technologies in particular use cases may be less advanced and may never reach the plateau. Many enterprises look to biometric authentication to provide increased user convenience, rather than increased assurance or accountability. Some enterprises may want to exploit this for the whole workforce, while others use it only for users who have particular problems with passwords because of irregular working patterns. However, the potential for increased user convenience is not always fully realized. Fingerprint remains the most popular choice of biometric characteristic, but at least some users (one or two in a thousand) will be unable to reliably use biometric authentication because of physiological reasons (such as poorly defined ridges) or simply because they find it difficult to properly interact with the sensor (the biometric industry refers to such users unkindly as "goats"). Many users have problems some of the time. Adjusting comparison thresholds to reduce false nonmatch rates and increase usability means that falsematch rates increase, decreasing security. We see more consistent success with other characteristics, particularly with typing rhythm used in conjunction with an existing password. In this case, the addition of the biometric technology allows enterprises to relax password management policies (decreasing the user burden of passwords) without significantly compromising security. Some enterprises — particularly judicial agencies, pharmaceutical companies, government financial agencies and investment banks — have adopted biometric authentication, alone or in conjunction with other technologies such as smart cards, where there is a need for a higher level of individual accountability, at least among small constituencies within larger populations (for example, traders in investment banks). Fingerprint remains popular here, despite usability concerns, but there is increasing interest in vein structure because of better user experience and, in some countries such as France, fewer legal restrictions. While the availability of device-embedded biometric authentication in mobile phones remains low and inconsistent, server- or cloud-based biometric authentication products can exploit phones' (as well as PCs') microphones, user-facing cameras and keyboards (including touchscreen keyboards) as capture devices for voice, face topography (and possibly iris structure) and typing rhythm. Some vendors offer solutions that exploit phones as capture devices to authenticate access from users' PCs and without tying users to particular PCs. Gartner has predicted that mobile phones will overtake PCs as the most common Web access device worldwide by 2013 (see "Gartner's Top Predictions for IT Enterprises and Users, 2010 and Beyond: A New Balance"). Phones are already common as an authentication token for access from a PC, but the value of a phone as a token is eroded when the phone itself (rather than the user's PC) is the endpoint (see "Q&A: Phone-Based Authentication Methods"). The "second factor" is no longer distinct, and the level of assurance falls. Because users will inevitably resist having to return to using a dedicated token for authentication, it is appealing to exploit biometric authentication to provide the higher level of assurance appropriate for higher-risk applications (see "Q&A: Biometric Authentication Methods").
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Thus, we expect to see significantly increased interest in biometric authentication for workforce and external users accessing higher-value Web applications via mobile phones during the next two years, as well as increased success in the year or two following. User Advice: Evaluate the potential benefits of biometric authentication against the needs of each use case, and choose among the broad range of biometric technologies on the same basis (see "How to Choose New Authentication Methods"). Note that costs arising from user enrollment — which, depending on which technology is used, may involve special equipment, may have to be done in person and under supervision, and will generally involve significant preparation and user guidance or assistance — can be a significant part of the total cost of ownership (TCO). Biometric authentication can provide medium to high levels of assurance, but established, nonbiometric alternatives are available at a similar price point. Enterprises should evaluate biometric authentication as the sole method if user convenience is a primary consideration. However, although this can free users from the need to remember passwords or carry some kind of token, established fingerprint technologies cannot be used reliably by every user, necessitating the provision of an alternative at a higher per-user cost. Thus, enterprises should evaluate use of other biometric characteristics, such as typing rhythm, face topography and vein structure. Biometric authentication can, however, provide a higher level of accountability than alternatives. Enterprises should favor biometric authentication, alone or in conjunction with other technologies, when individual accountability is paramount. Enterprises should also consider alternative approaches. The comparison score generated by a biometric technology can be used as a variable input to dynamic risk assessment in adaptive access control, rather than as the basis for a clear-cut, binary authentication decision (see "Adaptive Access Control Emerges"). Biometric technologies, such as face topography and typing rhythm, can also be used as a postlogin preventive or detective control to verify that only the legitimate user is or has been using the PC. When biometric authentication is used in combination with smart cards, the comparison of the probe biometric sample with the biometric reference can be performed onboard the card. Enterprises should evaluate the benefits of such "match-on-card" technology in addressing privacy, legal, scalability and integration issues regarding biometric authentication. We see increasing vendor support for this option (reflected in some of the sample vendors listed here). However, this clearly increases the cost and complexity of authentication, and enterprises might consider alternative approaches. For example, one European investment bank chose vein structure over fingerprint, partly to avoid the need to use "match on card" to comply with local legislation, which precluded centralized storage of fingerprint (but not vein structure) data, and thus to reduce costs. Business Impact: Biometric authentication can provide increased user convenience, and, when used as an alternative to passwords, can reduce authentication-related help desk calls by up to 90%. However, usability problems remain, and Tier 2 and Tier 3 support costs will typically be higher than for passwords (as with other authentication methods). Biometric authentication can provide higher levels of accountability than any other kind of authentication method, since it cannot be shared by coworkers as passwords and tokens can. Some kinds of biometric technologies, such as face topography and typing rhythm, can also mitigate "walk-away" risks by providing assurance that only the person who logs into a PC is the person who continues to use it, potentially eliminating the need to enforce timeouts (see "Setting PC and Smartphone Timeouts Is a Blunt Instrument for Mitigating Risks, but an Essential One").
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Biometric authentication can provide higher levels of assurance (and accountability) for access to higher-value Web applications via mobile phones, where users — especially retail customers among other external users — will resist having to use any kind of authentication token separate from the device. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Agnitio; AuthenWare; BehavioSec; BioID; Daon; DigitalPersona; Fujitsu; Gemalto; Hitachi; Imprivata; Sensible Vision; TM3 Software; Veritrix Recommended Reading: "A Taxonomy of Authentication Methods, Update" "How to Choose New Authentication Methods" "Setting PC and Smartphone Timeouts Is a Blunt Instrument for Mitigating Risks, but an Essential One" "Q&A: Biometric Authentication Methods" "Q&A: Phone-Based Authentication Methods"



Mobile Application Stores

Analysis By: Monica Basso Definition: Application stores offer downloadable applications to mobile users via a storefront that is either embedded in the device or found on the Web. Application categories in public application stores include games, travel, productivity, entertainment, books, utilities, education, travel and search, and can be free or charged-for. Private application stores can be created by enterprises for mobile workers. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Mobile application stores are targeted to smartphone and media tablet users, for a range of applications that include entertainment, utilities, social networks, music, productivity, travel and news. One of the original application stores was offered by GetJar, which is still in the market today. In 2008, Apple introduced App Store, with free, advertisement-based or charged-for applications. App Store generated huge interest and adoption by its device customers, and has been a main differentiator for iPhone and iPad success. In January 2011, Apple announced the achievement of over 350,000 apps and 10 billion downloads. Apple paid out over $1.5 billion in revenue sharing to developers in 2010. App Store generated excitement in the market and forced other handset and OS manufacturers to try reproducing similar dynamics and introduce their own application stores — for example, Google Android Market, Nokia Ovi Store (now rebranded Nokia Store), Research In Motion BlackBerry App World, Microsoft Windows Marketplace for Mobile and Palm Software Store. Microsoft and Nokia will pursue synergies among the two stores, as part of a major partnership that brings Windows Phone 7 on Nokia devices. Carriers are also offering upgrades to their own application stores and offerings for their feature phones, with a view to exposing services such as billing, location and messaging to developers — e.g., Orange App Shop and Vodafone 360. A number of third parties, such as Handmark, GetJar and Qualcomm, offer white-label solutions to carriers. An increasing number of enterprise portals promote applications that employees should, or are recommended to, download through either passthrough to the store or local download.
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Public application stores are relevant to enterprises for two reasons: (1) consumerization and personal device models are bringing progressive usage to employees; and (2) mobile businessto-consumer (B2C) application initiatives to target end customers can leverage application stores as channels for application distribution and discovery by target users. Among enterprise-specific application stores, Citrix Dazzle works across a range of client and mobile devices, and provides a mobile app store for internal deployment (i.e., the enterprise runs the store). Other vendors, such as MobileIron and Zenprise, enable private application stores. Due to the expectation that the adoption of smartphones and high-end feature phones will increase, along with the popularity of applications, we expect application stores to accelerate rapidly to the Plateau of Productivity in less than two years. User Advice: Enterprises should evaluate opportunities that originate from application stores to target end customers with mobile applications (e.g., to engage them in community-based activities to implement market campaigns, collect customer feedback and preferences, and provide new services). Application providers and developers should look for application stores that are associated with popular handsets and that can create a good user experience, and should weigh that against the difficulty of developing and porting applications and the potential popularity of an application. It is also important to choose application stores that have good distribution in terms of outlets and service from the application development community. Other features of application stores that would benefit developers include advertisement support (like the Google model, to allow vendors to be "top of deck"), user reviews, rankings and recommendations (as with Amazon.com), and good billing and reporting features. Application stores are a "scale game," and those offering them need to create some unique selling points that will bring developers to their stores, rather than those of their competitors. An "ecosystem" needs to be created in which developers have the tools to easily write and port applications; individuals can easily access, download and use applications; and all sides have visibility into the accounting of application sales and an efficient billing system that allows everyone to get paid in a timely manner. Business Impact: Mobile application stores are likely to have an impact on: Brands, which can advertise and segment customers based on applications Application providers, giving them access to additional customers in a well-organized ecosystem Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Apple; Google; Microsoft; Nokia; O2; Orange; Palm; Research In Motion; Vodafone Recommended Reading: "Marketing Essentials: How to Decide Whether to Start a Mobile Application Store" "Dataquest Insight: Application Stores; The Revenue Opportunity Beyond the Hype"
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Predictive Analytics

Analysis By: Gareth Herschel Definition: The term "predictive analytics" has become generally used to describe any approach to data mining with four attributes: an emphasis on prediction (rather than description, classification or clustering), rapid analysis measured in hours or days (rather than the stereotypical months of "traditional" data mining), an emphasis on the business relevance of the resulting insights (no "ivory tower" analyses), and (increasingly) an emphasis on ease of use, thus making the tools accessible to business users (no more "Ph.D.s with lab coats"). Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The algorithms underpinning predictive analytic applications are reasonably mature. Although new techniques continually emerge from research laboratories, the 80/20 rule firmly applies with most of the commonly used algorithms (such as CHAID decision trees and k-means clustering) that have been in existence for over a decade. The applications themselves are also approaching maturity, although the development of packaged applications to address specific business problems (compared with the generic approach of turning more-traditional data mining workbenches into predictive analytic solutions) is less mature and more diverse in its maturity. When predictive analytic applications have added project and model management capabilities and more enhancements to aid ease of use, they will have achieved maturity. User Advice: Predictive analytics is effectively a more user-friendly and business-relevant equivalent of data mining, but the distinction is more. Although potentially lacking some of the mechanisms to fine-tune the model performance that a traditional data mining workbench might deliver, the benefits of rapid model development and easier maintenance tend to be appealing for most analytical initiatives. The bigger distinction tends to be between predictive analytic solutions and packaged applications built on these solutions for specific business issues. In these cases, the selection decision should be based on the domain expertise the vendor has been able to package into the application, versus the domain expertise the business analyst can bring to the analysis. Business Impact: The ability to detect nonobvious patterns in large volumes of data is a standard benefit of data mining and predictive analytic solutions. Compared with traditional data mining workbenches, predictive analytic solutions deliver high value, primarily through broader end-user access to analytic capabilities (enabling power business users to perform analysis, rather than relying on specialist data miners) and better maintenance of existing models (improving the reuse and the performance of the organization's models). Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: IBM (SPSS); KXEN; Pitney Bowes Business Insight; SAS; ThinkAnalytics



Speech Recognition

Analysis By: Jackie Fenn Definition: Speech recognition systems interpret human speech and translate it into text or commands. Primary applications are self-service and call routing for contact center applications; converting speech to text for desktop text entry, form filling or voice mail transcription; and user interface control and content navigation for use on mobile devices and in-car systems. Control of consumer appliances (such as TVs) and toys is also commercially available but not widely used.
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Contact center applications, such as call routing, often use various techniques, ranging from directed dialogue, in which the system walks the caller through a series of questions, to naturallanguage phrase recognition, in which the user can respond freely to an open-ended question. Depending on the application, speech recognition may be performed on the device or on a server in the network (which offers superior accuracy but slower response times) — or as a combination of both. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Speech recognition provides tangible benefits for a range of applications but still falls short of its potential both in performance and in adoption levels. Accuracy can be highly variable, depending on background noise, size of the recognized vocabulary, level of natural-language understanding attempted, clarity of the speaker's voice, quality of the microphone and processing power available. For text entry in a quiet environment, where some users can achieve impressive accuracy, speech recognition still has not been widely adopted outside medical and legal dictation, possibly due to the need to learn a new skill (dictation) for most general office workers. Speech recognition as a whole has been in this status — climbing the Slope of Enlightenment — for over a decade. It is likely to reach the plateau (that is, the start of mainstream adoption) in two to five years due to a growing number of consumer applications, particularly in the mobile space, including voice mail transcription and speech-to-speech translation. These applications provide useful functionality even if not perfect, and we anticipate that the broader use of speech recognition embedded in interface and unified communications applications will drive a steadily increasing level of adoption. Some applications of speech recognition are already further along, with higher levels of adoption; for example, simple self-service dialogues for call center applications are close to the Plateau of Productivity. Others, including desktop dictation and mobile device control, are closer to the Trough of Disillusionment as they struggle to attract broader use. Other interface advances, such as gesture-based gaming and touchscreens for media tablets, may also lead to broader inclusion of speech recognition as an additional (but not sole) means of input and control, and drive morerapid adoption. User Advice: For call center applications, the most critical factors influencing success and reducing risk are designing the application to work within the accuracy constraints of speech recognition, designing the voice user interface, selecting the appropriate speech engine, and having thorough ongoing tuning and evaluation. Professional services that are experienced in speech recognition technology are recommended for a first foray into this space. For general-purpose office text entry, deploy speech recognition "on demand" for individual users who express interest and motivation (for example, those with repetitive-stress injuries). Users who are already practiced in dictation are likely to be most successful. Also, examine nonmission-critical applications where a rough transcription is superior to nothing at all, such as voice mail transcription and searching audio files. In addition, consider speech recognition and its related technology, text to speech, for applications in which users must record notes, as they perform detailed visual inspections — for example, radiology, dentistry and manufacturing quality assurance. For mobile devices, focus initial applications on selecting from lists of predefined items, such as city names, company names or music artists. This is where speech recognition has the strongest value-add by avoiding scrolling embedded lists, while maintaining a high level of accuracy. Business Impact: Speech recognition for telephony and contact center applications enables enterprises to automate call center functions, such as travel reservations, order status checking, ticketing, stock trading, call routing, directory services, auto attendants and name dialing. Additionally, it is used to enable workers to access and control communications systems, such as
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telephony, voice mail, email and calendaring applications, using their voice. Mobile workers with hands-busy applications, such as warehousing, can also benefit from speech data entry. For some users, speech input can provide faster text entry for office, medical and legal dictation, particularly in applications where speech shortcuts can be used to insert commonly repeated text segments (for example, standard contract clauses). For mobile devices, applications include name dialing, controlling personal productivity tools, accessing content (such as MP3 files) and using voice-mail-to-text services. These applications are strongly motivated to use speech to support in-car use and for unified communications among voice, text and email services. Benefit Rating: Moderate Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience Maturity: Adolescent Sample Vendors: IBM; Loquendo; LumenVox; Microsoft; Nuance; Sensory; telisma Recommended Reading: "The Three Key Components of Industrial Speech Recognition Solutions" "Emerging Technology Analysis: Voice-to-Text on Mobile Devices" "MarketScope for IVR Systems and Enterprise Voice Portals"



Entering the Plateau

Location-Aware Applications

Analysis By: Monica Basso Definition: Location-aware applications use the geographical position of a mobile worker or an asset to execute a task. Position is detected mainly through satellite technologies, such as a GPS, or through mobile location technologies in the cellular network and mobile devices. Examples include fleet management applications with mapping, navigation and routing functionalities, government inspections and integration with geographic information system applications. Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The market is maturing in all regions, with multiple offerings for enterprise and consumer use. An increasing number of organizations have deployed location-aware mobile business applications, most of which are based on GPS-enabled devices, to support business processes and activities such as dispatch, routing, field force management (for example, field personnel, field engineers, maintenance personnel and medical personnel on ambulances), fleet management, logistics and transportation. Mobile workers typically use a smartphone connected via Bluetooth to an external GPS receiver, a GPS-enabled wireless device or a dedicated personal navigation device. They may also use laptops or ruggedized devices. Location-aware applications include messaging, especially in the government sector, where operational efficiency can be achieved (for example, so that the nearest road crew can be dispatched to fix a water main break without a delay in determining who is where). Worker safety applications for different roles are also being deployed, with a combination of motion sensor and location, such as energy utility workers, lone workers in gas stations or social workers. Platforms in this area integrate at different levels with corporate applications, such as ERP, sales force automation and HR systems, offering capabilities to enhance, support and automate business
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processes. Benefits like cost savings and increased efficiency can be achieved by deploying these location-aware solutions. Other services (often referred to as "infomobility services") enable people to move on streets and roads more easily, through traffic flow monitoring and management. Countries in which mobile penetration is extremely high and road traffic congestion is a serious issue have some potential for adoption. However, these services are in their infancy, particularly when it comes to services for citizens. During the past couple of years, local municipalities and public transportation companies in North America and Europe have launched several initiatives. For example, in Italy, public bus and subway systems in main cities (e.g., Milano, Rome, Torin) provide real-time information for end users with expected vehicle time of arrival, delays and connections through lines at the station/platform and on board of vehicles. Mobile app vendors, such as Modomodo offer applications through main app stores for mobile devices, such as an iPhone, to access realtime information on transportation services, paths, and/or available car parking space with location (e.g., see Modomodo's ATM Mobile application). Despite the still fragmented availability and lack of integration with other key services, such as mobile payments or booking, such initiatives are emerging and progressively appeal to smartphone users. Mapping, navigation and tracking applications and services are also available for consumers — for example from Nokia Maps, Google (Maps and Latitude), Yahoo (Maps) and TeleNav. In the area of sport and fitness, multiple applications and services are available, such as Sports Tracker and MapMyRun. User Advice: User organizations with numerous groups of employees moving frequently outside a fixed location — on a campus, or on a national or an international basis — should consider the benefits of deploying applications that enable them to provide status information or support to staff and/or customers based on the geographical location of a person or asset in real time. The security and privacy of user location information should be a key consideration in the development, deployment or acquisition of location-aware applications. Business Impact: Location-aware applications can be deployed in field force automation, fleet management, logistics and goods transportation in sectors such as government, healthcare, utilities and transportation. Benefit Rating: High Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience Maturity: Early mainstream Sample Vendors: Appear Networks; Gamma Engineers; Google; IBM; modomodo; Nokia; TeleNav Recommended Reading: "Location Technologies: Sensors, Tags, Beacons and More" "Tracking People, Products and Assets in Real Time" "Gartner's Top Predictions for IT Organizations and Users, 2007 and Beyond"
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Appendixes

Figure 3. Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2010
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Source: Gartner (August 2010)
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Hype Cycle Phases, Benefit Ratings and Maturity Levels

Table 1. Hype Cycle Phases

Phase Technology Trigger Definition A breakthrough, public demonstration, product launch or other event generates significant press and industry interest. During this phase of overenthusiasm and unrealistic projections, a flurry of well-publicized activity by technology leaders results in some successes, but more failures, as the technology is pushed to its limits. The only enterprises making money are conference organizers and magazine publishers. Because the technology does not live up to its overinflated expectations, it rapidly becomes unfashionable. Media interest wanes, except for a few cautionary tales. Focused experimentation and solid hard work by an increasingly diverse range of organizations lead to a true understanding of the technology's applicability, risks and benefits. Commercial off-the-shelf methodologies and tools ease the development process. The real-world benefits of the technology are demonstrated and accepted. Tools and methodologies are increasingly stable as they enter their second and third generations. Growing numbers of organizations feel comfortable with the reduced level of risk; the rapid growth phase of adoption begins. Approximately 20% of the technology's target audience has adopted or is adopting the technology as it enters this phase. The time required for the technology to reach the Plateau of Productivity.



Peak of Inflated Expectations



Trough of Disillusionment



Slope of Enlightenment



Plateau of Productivity



Years to Mainstream Adoption

Source: Gartner (July 2011)



Table 2. Benefit Ratings

Benefit Rating Transformational Definition Enables new ways of doing business across industries that will result in major shifts in industry dynamics Enables new ways of performing horizontal or vertical processes that will result in significantly increased revenue or cost savings for an enterprise Provides incremental improvements to established processes that will result in increased revenue or cost savings for an enterprise
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Benefit Rating Low



Definition Slightly improves processes (for example, improved user experience) that will be difficult to translate into increased revenue or cost savings



Source: Gartner (July 2011)



Table 3. Maturity Levels

Maturity Level Embryonic Emerging Status In labs Commercialization by vendors Pilots and deployments by industry leaders Maturing technology capabilities and process understanding Uptake beyond early adopters Proven technology Vendors, technology and adoption rapidly evolving Robust technology Not much evolution in vendors or technology Not appropriate for new developments Cost of migration constrains replacement Rarely used Products/Vendors None First generation High price Much customization Second generation Less customization



Adolescent



Early mainstream



Third generation More out of box Methodologies Several dominant vendors



Mature mainstream



Legacy



Maintenance revenue focus



Obsolete

Source: Gartner (July 2011)
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RECOMMENDED READING

Some documents may not be available as part of your current Gartner subscription. "Understanding Gartner's Hype Cycles, 2011" "Trends That Matter: Top Trends and Their Business Impact" "Trends That Matter: 84 Technology, Societal and Business Trends" "Technology Trends That Matter" "Cool Vendors in Emerging Technologies, 2011" This research is part of a set of related research pieces. See "Gartner's Hype Cycle Special Report for 2011" for an overview.
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